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1. Foreword
The Sonthofen Workshop on EMS was a initiative by the German Federal Ministry of Defence,
organised by the Joint Support Command and executed at the German Army NBC-Defence
and Self protection School in Sonthofen, Southern Germany. The workshop was sponsored by
the Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society.
This 3rd CCMS Environmental Management System Workshop builds on the success of the two
previous two workshops held in Thun, Switzerland in January 2001 and Vyskov, Czech
Republic in October 2002. It was of particular interest to those within the military organization
tasked with environmental matters, particularly with the implementation of Environmental
Management Systems aligned with the principles of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 14001 standard.
Following the proposals of the Vyskov workshop to establish a knowledge network functioning
under the auspices of the CCMS the following actions were taken:
• A CCMS EMS web page: The web page was developed by Netherlands and installed.
Especially Mr. Jeroen Rottink’s tremendous work is hereby gratefully acknowledged.
• Mentoring Partnerships: This proposal was taken up by Canada, Sweden and Lithuania
which implemented an ISO 14001-based Environmental Management System in the Armed
Forces of Lithuania. To promote the general approach, Germany shared information on the well
experienced bilateral agreements for co-operation and provided a template to be used as
guidance to those establishing partnerships.
• Continuing EMS workshops: The Vyskov participants proposed that the workshops continue.
As EMS is taken up across organizations, more strategic issues and approaches to
performance indicators, and audit and review processes are emerging as matters of interest.
Workshops designed to address specific topics rather than to focus on the EMS cycle per se
would be useful. Members also agreed that future workshops should stress cost efficiency that
might stimulate a greater willingness among countries to host them. It was in response to this
expressed need that Germany agreed to host the Sonthofen event.
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2. Conclusions of the Sonthofen Workshop
The workshop evolved naturally from the previous events and began to focus in earnest on
specific EMS-related issues such as the requirements for a feasible environmental policy and
specific tools for overcoming resistance to the EMS concept.
All participants agreed with the value of the workshops as an opportunity to share experiences
and lessons learned, to network on specific issues of bilateral or multilateral interest, and to
facilitate the establishment of contacts for future collaboration on such topics as “green
procurement” for example.
Participants also concurred that the knowledge gap between those organisations actively
pursuing EMS implementation (the Tier 1 organisations) and those with an interest in EMS but
as yet unable to make measurable progress (the Tier 3 organisations) has continued to grow.
Participants agreed that the Tier 2 organisations identified at Vyskov could be better situated as
either on the road to implementation (Tier 1) or experiencing difficulty with getting started (Tier
3).
Nonetheless, Sonthofen broke new ground in applying a diagnostic approach to the Tier 3
organisations. The Syndicate on Policy and Planning for example identified a shortcoming in
the ISO standard (i.e. the absence of a definition of the word “policy”) as a significant stumbling
block. One suggested solution is to publish ISO compliant policy statements on the CCMS
EMS website so that participants can use them as templates.
The reality of universal significant aspects such as water and energy conservation, noise,
hazardous materials handling and disposal and solid and liquid waste management to name
only a few coupled with the willingness of all participants to share openly their knowledge,
experience and documentation with partners means that anyone seriously interested in
beginning EMS implementation has a tried and tested point of departure.
At the same time, the Sonthofen workshop provided the opportunity for Tier 1 organisations to
share innovative approaches and ideas for EMS applications. For example, the Bundeswehr is
working on a comprehensive management system for deployed operations in which there is
considerable interest.
There is widespread agreement that EMS is a vital tool for military organisations, that the
current socio-economic climate makes EMS implementation virtually an imperative and that
mentoring is the most effective means of implementing EMS in the short term. The Canada/
Sweden/ Lithuania partnership on implementation across the Lithuanian MoND is proof of the
efficacy of this approach.
In the face of these realities, an informal working group comprising membership from interested
NATO and EAPC countries will be created to examine in detail the possibilities for curricula
tailored to the specific needs of organisations that want help with implementation. At the same
time, an agenda of matters of common interest to Tier 1 organisations has begun to take shape
spontaneously. Efforts will be made over the coming months to explore the implications of
these developments.
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3. Record of Discussions in the Plenary Sessions
3.1. Monday, 27 September 2004:
The third in the series of NATO Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS)
workshops on Environmental Management Systems (EMS), hosted by the German Federal
Ministry of Defence with the support of the CCMS convened at the Bundeswehr Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical Defence and Self-Protection School in Sonthofen on Monday, 27
September 2004.
An evening “Meet and Greet” at the Officers’ Mess of the Jaeger Kaserne allowed participants
the opportunity to renew acquaintances or to introduce themselves to new colleagues.
3.2. Tuesday, 28 September 2004 Morning Plenary Session:
The formal agenda was opened on Tuesday morning with a welcoming address by Col.
Wilhelm Sterk, Head, NBC-Defence and Protection Tasks, Armed Forces Staff, FMoD, who
welcomed participants and introduced the keynote speaker. Dr. Wichter, Commissioner for
Environmental Protection of the Bundeswehr welcomed participants on behalf of the federal
government and the German Ministry of Defence. He noted that defence organisations meet
unique and complex challenges and that EMS provides a tool for identifying, prioritising and
addressing the spectrum of environmental challenges that we all share. He commented that
individual nations’ work on EMS has created a climate in which lessons learned can now be
shared to advantage.
Following Dr. Wichter’s remarks, Col. Dr. Kalder, Commander of the facility welcomed
members to Germany’s southernmost town which is surrounded by Austria. He gave an
overview of the school’ mandate, noting that the integration of environmental protection
considerations into military operations is an integral function of the school. He also noted that
the school in open to international students, including participation in the multi-national senior
officers’ course.
Dr. Thomas Strassburger brought greetings from the CCMS executive and expressed his
continuing interest in EMS, stemming from his previous connections with its development in
other capacities. He stressed NATO’s third, (social and environmental) dimension in addition to
the political and military aspects. He noted that CCMS provides a forum for sharing knowledge
and experience on the scientific and policy aspects of social and environmental matters. He
also drew participants’ attention to the recent expansion of activities to include emerging
security issues. After presenting an overview of CCMS processes and procedures, he
concluded that the ongoing CCMS EMS initiative is a perfect example of sharing expertise and
knowledge.
Col. Henry Neumann then followed with administrative remarks and introduced the organising
team.
After coffee, Mr. Michael Dawson, Head, Environmental Management Systems, Department of
National Defence (Canada) provided a brief history of the CCMS EMS initiative as well as a
status report on the various elements. He stressed the importance of integrating environmental
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issues into the existing management framework and urged participants to support the website
developed by the Netherlands.
Dr. Wichter then presented some first thoughts on the design of an environmental and
occupational safety management system in the Bundeswehr. He noted that modern military
operations tend to occur in places where the environment has already been overtaxed. Military
operations inflict further damage, often resulting in subsequent conflicts over the increasingly
scarce resources. The common task, therefore, is to bring to a protection methodology, all the
seemingly disparate elements to result in economies of scale and organisation as well as to
exploit the resulting synergies. He pointed out that Germany has developed a management
framework for deployed operations first. A framework for domestic activities will follow later and
include the procurement elements (i.e. life-cycle costing) of the equation. He concluded that the
philosophical framework is written and forwarded for approval to the Federal Minister of
Defence. The next step is the development of the adjacent management handbook, which
already has begun.
Mr. Martin Gijsbers, environmental advisor to the Dutch Ministry of Defence provided a
comprehensive overview of EMS developments within the organisation over the past 11 years.
He traced refinements in the systems for targeting and reporting performance on environmental
aspects culminating in the latest (2004) Defence Environmental Policy Plan and shared details
of the analysis of reported performance on 4 targets,
Mr. Jeroen Rottink, Environmental Policy Advisor, Royal Dutch Army Staff then provided an
overview and status on the CCMS EMS website for which his dedicated efforts are largely
responsible. He asked for contributions from all participants to populate the site and
recommended that its upkeep be shared among members. Participants agreed to support his
activities and will provide respective documentation for the web site.
Mr. Sergiu Galitchi of the Moldovan Ministry of Environment gave an oral presentation on
progress toward EMS in that country. He noted the significant legacy issues such as
contaminated sites and deteriorating fuel and ordnance and mentioned the serious challenge of
even developing an inventory of the issues. In response Col Sterk urged him to avail himself of
the resource of the working group to forge partnerships and to move the national environmental
agenda ahead.
Before adjourning for lunch, Col. Sterk presented the agendas and membership of each of the
three syndical working groups.
3.3. Wednesday 29 September
The morning session convened at 08:30. The first presentation by Mr. Michael Dawson
(Canada) and Ms. Irma Jakimivicuite of the Lithuanian Ministry of National Defence provided
participants with a first hand account of a successful mentoring partnership among the two
countries and Sweden to implement an EMS across the Lithuanian Armed Forces. Results
achieved and lessons learned can serve as a model for similar initiatives.
Mr. Petr Kozel of the Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic presented an update on the
Czech environmental protection policy as the cornerstone of development of the EMS. The
Czech approach recognises sustainable development as the convergence of social, economic
and environmental considerations in decision-making and derives a series of principles from
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this starting point, including integration, prevention, precaution and so on. Particularly
interesting is the principle of subsidiarity which states that decision-making authority should
always be delegated to the lowest possible level closest to the source of activity. Twelve main
tasks flow from these principles including the establishment of a Ministry of Defence
Sustainable Development Council. Tools for discharging the tasks have been identified for
application over the short, medium and long term.
Dr. Harald Kilias representing the German Ministry of Defence presented the findings of a study
of the MoD’s Environmental Protection and Occupational Safety Management System (UMASBw). UMAS and the ISO standard are extremely compatible with the ISO policy element being
parallel; ISO planning expressed in UMAS as fact finding and assessment; ISO implementation
and operation as programme supervision and audit (inspection) and audit reporting. UMAS and
ISO management review are parallel. A valuable feature of the UMAS approach is the
production of a contingent report prepared by the departing contingent for the use of the
replacement. This report promotes efficiency and continuity. Another message repeated in the
discourse is to start with a few indicators, refine and perfect them, then move on to more and
complex indicators building on experience. The caveat that documentation should be as lean
as possible is worthy of serious consideration.
Dr. Jean Shorett of the (USA) Defence Logistics Agency described progress toward EMS
implementation of EMS across the Department of Defence. An Executive Order issued in April
2000 requires implementation of EMS at “appropriate facilities” by December 2005. The metrics
for EMS are policy; self-assessment; implementation plan; awareness training and at least one
management review. Third party certification requires “a clear and documented benefit to
mission”. This is because EMS is mission focussed. Ms. Shorett provided some examples of
this focus including reduced costs and improved community relations. As of August 2004,
approximately 80% of the 694 affected DoD facilities has developed an environmental policy.
After a brief coffee break, Drs. Strassburger and Wichter took formal leave of the workshop
thanking the organisers and commenting on the spirit of cooperation.
Dr. Martin Hill of the consulting firm GWU gave an overview of the Bundeswehr environmental
indicators initiative, initially proposed in 2003. He described the performance indicator system
architecture which he suggests will ultimately render audits obsolete since the collection of
management system and process data will replace them with self-assessments. The project
contains a total of 96 indicators for 7 activities.
Ms. Janteen van Oord, Environmental Data Monitoring Coordinator for the Coordinator, Spatial
Planning and Environment of the Dutch Ministry of Defence discussed environmental
performance indicators for the Dutch MoD. They collect data to measure progress toward
targets in 6 environmental themes: energy and air pollution, noise, hazardous materials, soil
pollution, waste, and nature conservation. They measure only those effects directly attributable
to the activities of the organisation. Ninety-eight items of raw data are ultimately refined into 39
indicators of the absolute and relative impacts of MoD activities. Challenges that have been
identified by the Defence Auditing Service including reliability of the data are being addressed.
The increasing use of a web-based software system (DAMIS) is resulting in continual
improvement. As noted at Tuesday’s plenary session, the new Defence policy plan was
introduced in 2004.
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Col. Neumann made a brief presentation on the German template that can be used to great
effect to facilitate the implementation of mentoring partnerships. In use within the German MoD
for ten years, the template is available on the CD Rom of the workshop. It addresses every
consideration for both the mentor and the recipient including items as diverse as the anticipated
product timelines, elements of the partnership agreement and considerations such as travel
and accommodation costs and a gifts policy . There is no doubt that recourse to this template
will be invaluable in streamlining the approval process for mentoring partnerships. On the
subject of partnering, Col Neumann also noted that the 3 tiers of EMS development identified in
Vyskov can be reduced to 2 for practical planning purposes. Tier 1 organisations have
implemented or are implementing EMS. Tier 3 organisations are interested but have not yet
begun implementation. The Tier 2 organisations can be classed as those that have no current
interest in EMS.
Mr. Roland Oberschmidtleitner of the Austrian Armed Forces noted that the EMS workshop in
Vyskov provided the spark for development of an EMS for the Austrian Armed Forces. The
implementation of the strategy (MILUMS) began immediately after formal acceptance of the
proposal to implement EMS by the Armed Forces. The key element in the implementation
process is the assessment which has three parts; technical, legal and organisational. The
technical assessment addressed impacts associated with waste, energy, pollution and noise.
The legal assessment took cognisance of the authority of the states as well as the national
(federal) government and international protocols (e.g. Kyoto). The organisational assessment
recommended a model that must be approved by the senior management of the organisation.
Nonetheless, the existing chain of command will be used fully for top down direction and
bottom up reporting.
The plenary session adjourned at 12:15
3.4. Thursday 30 September
The morning period was dedicated to syndicate group working and finalizing the report and the
presentation for the Friday morning plenary session.
In the afternoon a field trip to ancient places in Bavaria and a dinner in a country house
concluded the day.
3.5. Friday 1 October
The final plenary session of the workshop started at 08:30 on Friday morning with the 3
working groups presenting their reports. It was during this session that participants agreed in
principle on the recommendations contained in Chapter 5 of this report.
Participants agreed on the value of further workshops and participants from Georgia and
Netherland agreed to explore with their organizations the possibility of hosting either alone or
jointly a future workshop at a date and location to be determined but in any event not later than
October 2006.
Col Sterk thanked all participants for their contribution and the hard work he demanded from
them. He expressed his appreciation to the facilitators and scribes for their outstanding support
during the workshops He especially thanked Mr. Michael Dawson from Canada for his fruitful
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and permanent support of the Programme Director in the preparation of the workshop. He
wished the participants a safe journey back to their respective home countries.
The workshop formally adjourned at 11:00.
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4.

Records of Discussions of the Working Groups’ Sessions

4.1. Working Group 1: Policy and Planning
Facilitator: Michael Dawson (Canada)
Scribe: Dr. Harald Kilias (Germany)
Countries represented: Albania, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Greece,
Latvia, Moldova, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Ukraine
Background
The syndicate group was struck to consider a number of questions related to the Policy and
Planning phases of the ISO 14001 EMS standard. The goal was to ensure the members left the
syndicate exercise with a clear understanding of the underlying principles and with some
practical suggestions for practical guidance on overcoming obstacles and seeking support
advice and guidance from their colleagues and the CCMS and NATO organisations.
The graph attached as annex 2 depicts the progress toward EMS implementation of the
organisations represented by the syndicate participants.
Main issues: Policy
“Policy is the father of Planning”
Almost every participating country has a written environmental policy that guides its
government; however, not all countries have an environmental policy specific to the defence
sector. Furthermore many of the defence establishment policies are missing one or more of the
elements prescribed by the ISO 14001 standard.
There are a number of factors that contribute to this situation. First and foremost is the fact that
the ISO standard does not define the word “policy”. In many newly emerging democracies not
familiar with the concept of a level of direction that is less than mandatory but more than
guidance, this notion is difficult to grasp. Concrete examples of ISO-compliant policies would
be useful tools for those implementing EMS.
Many of the participating organisations are in transition either because their countries have only
recently begun to apply democratic governance models and/or because the military
organisation is reacting to decreasing financial and human resources by restructuring. The
latter can have an impact on the organisational mandate on which the policy is based.
In general, participants agreed that the policy developed by top management should be the
result of consultation with as many expert organisations as possible. This resulting broad
consensus should stimulate a sense of ownership of the policy among those on whom it has an
impact. At the same time, the environmental policy should not be designed as a distinct system
but rather be integrated into the overall policy of the organisation and derive its flavour and tone
from the mandate and mission of the broader organisation.
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Environmental policy is the foundation of the organisation’s approach to environmental
performance. It is the basis for communication of the organisation’s environmental culture to
both internal and external interested parties.
Senior management support for the environmental programme that flows from the policy is
basic to the successful implementation of EMS. Awareness raising on the highest level is one
important but by no means the only method of stimulating this support. In the newly emerging
democracies, the argument can be made persuasively that environmental stewardship is a
“new way of doing business”. NATO’s support of a proactive environmental agenda as
evidenced by the work of both the CCMS and the Environmental Protection Working Group
can be cited as motivating factors. The integration of environmental messages into the training
curriculum at all levels can shape positive attitudes over the longer term.
For EMS practitioners coming to grips with implementing a system, help is available from many
sources. First and foremost, the need to populate the CCMS EMS website with the valuable
lessons learned by organisations with mature EMS in place is self-evident. In addition, the
Environment ministries in most countries can provide some advice and guidance; however, it
should be borne in mind that the defence organisation is an unique entity in any country and
that its well developed management systems should be exploited to the full extent possible.
Finally, a number of CCMS countries are interested in developing mentoring partnerships with
EAPC, PfP and new NATO countries in the same way that Canada, Lithuania and Sweden
partnered. Partnering within the NATO CCMS family has a long history. For example, Finland,
Sweden, Norway and Denmark have been collaborating on environmental matters since 1995.
The Riga Initiative is an example of a recent coming together of like-minded Defence
organisations in the Baltic Sea region. For mentoring partnerships, a well developed framework
template is available from Germany to streamline the mentoring partnership process.
The question of third party certifications seems to have discouraged a number of otherwise
enthusiastic proponents of EMS. It is vital to distinguish between self-declaration of ISO 14001
compliance that is permitted under ISO 14000 (but not under ISO 9000), and the costly and in
some cases, superfluous certification by external auditors. Third party certification should never
be undertaken unless there is a pressing business case that requires it. The cost savings alone
are significant.
Main issues: Planning
“Any plan is better than no plan!”
Planning is the process that turns (policy) talk into (measurable) action. A number of elements
are needed to achieve successful plans, specifically, human resources (including organisation),
financial resources, technology, and time. There is a widely held belief that lack of financial
resources spells the death of a plan. On the contrary, prioritising the elements of the plan, often
to address “the worst first” in the context of a medium or long term plan allows the policy
obligations to be discharged to the full extent possible when resources are constrained or when
organisational changes interrupt the status quo.
Identifying the elements of an environmental plan requires addressing the aspects of the
activities, products or services that have a significant impact on the environment. The word
“significant” can be defined in a number of ways not the least of which are political pressure,
public interest, quantity and quality, and cost savings.
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All participants agreed that there exist a number of “universal” significant aspects for military
organisations, among them, hazardous materials, energy, water, noise, waste, emissions,
effluents, and natural and cultural heritage. These and many other significant aspects have
been addressed in detail by many organisations willing to share their expertise.
In addition to the financial costs of implementing many environmental plans, there are several
that offer real savings, for example energy and water conservation. Again, expertise is readily
available from many colleagues. If money is scarce, a well designed plan is necessary for
correct budgeting so money can be transferred from one year to the next. Planning must be
flexible. Short and long term planning allow priorities to be shifted whenever a shortage of
resources is identified.
Conclusion
In the course of the syndical sessions, participants have suggested a number of practical ideas
for pursuing EMS implementation. These are contained in the attached annex (1). Syndicate
members recommended that the annex be included in the formal report on the workshop to be
presented to the CCMS plenary meeting.
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i.

Annex 1 to Working Group 1: Policy and Planning

Possible EMS specific activities:
• Practical training of specialists in domain of control supervision, preventive
measures, munitions destruction, contaminated land remediation, energy
efficiency programs, natural resources management
• How to carry out EMS during international operations?
• The workshop is named: “Implementation of EMS in the Military Sector”
“sector” means all activities under MoD, both Log, Infra and Operations
Pilot projects:
• Educational (military ecologist, NBC specialist) for country with different
level of EMS implementation
• Provide Handbook (on EMS, environmental security in the military sector)
• NATO standards in environmental security
• Interest in support an partnership in development of environmental
information system with database combined with GIS an remote sensing
(Canada, Toronto University)
• Pilot project in domain of energy efficiency partnership with Wuppertal
institute (Germany)
CCMS workshop modifications:
• If possible within EMS study to hold small pilot projects with very concrete
goals
• Practical workshops on implementation of EMS in one country in transition as
oe example for others at one environment component
• See EMS not only within the military-military area, but within the whole of
the military sector, i. e. logistic and procurement system/organisation and the
property management/infrastructure organisation
• Separate workshops for advanced an starting parties (with supervision of more
experienced members)
• More talking about advantages from implementing EMS
• Maybe there is too much work spent on syndicate work
• Tier 1 nations to lead two separate subgroups: one for tier 2 and one for tier 3
nations. Later perhaps more subgroups depending on the process of each
nation
Possibly tier 1 and 2/tier 2 and 3
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ii.

Annex 2 to Working Group 1: Policy and Planning

n = 14

other EMS specific activities
continuing CCMS workshops with
modifications
mentoring partnership
continuing CCMS workshops
MoD/AF has interest in
EMS with checking/corrective action
EMS at operational phase
Environmental plans (for one or more
of significant aspect)
ISO compliant policy
Fully functioning EMS in MoD/AF
0

2

4

6

8

10
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number

Graph: Progress toward EMS implementation of the organisations represented by the syndicate
participants
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4.2. Working Group 2: Implementation
Facilitator: Jeroen Rottink (Netherlands)
Scribe: Susan Drover (Canada)
Countries represented: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Latvia, Moldova, The Netherlands,
Romania, Russia, United Kingdom
Status of EMS (by country):
Albania – Phased approach to implementation combined with NATO required restructuring of
Armed Forces. In 2010, policy will be complete and implementation will be in progress.
Environmental structure for units is in place.
Austria – Policy is complete. EMS implementation phase has begun. Environmental
assessment is also complete. Guideline on how to develop a decentralised EMS (based on 240
Report) is started. Next step is action plan phase.
Belgium – EMS is not yet implemented. Currently, conducting risk assessments for health,
safety and environment. Have environmental policy and structure with specialists at the central
and brigade level.
Canada – Department of National Defence policy document (SDS 2000) target was to
implement EMS at all sites across the organisation. Did not meet this target but the majority of
sites have implemented an EMS.
Latvia – In theory, EMS has been implemented (e.g., Environment handbook). Next step, bring
all elements into practice. Awareness training for Environment Officers. Organisational
structure for Environment is in place. Undecided if Latvia will certify.
Moldova – Legislation is not harmonized, starting point is ISO 9001.
Romania – EMS implemented at military air base (NATO base). Starting to implement EMS in
a hospital with corrective measures now in place. Proposed to certify with ISO 14001 in 2005 at
a shooting range and research institute. 40 people have been trained to conduct audits. The
large number of bases (1,000 in total) and lack of funding limits the progress for implementation
of EMS.
Russia – In 1997, an MoD Department of Environmental Security was set up. It has actively
participated in preparation of such important documents as national environmental action plans
and a national environmental doctrine. A conceptual document on the environment for the RF
Armed forces has been issued. A number of educational guidelines and manuals have been
published. The language of EMS is not explicitly used. (Editorial note: This reflects the
participating expert’s opinion.)
United Kingdom – Most organisations have implemented EMS, some are ISO 14001 certified.
Have had policy requiring EMS compatible with ISO 14001 since Jul 2000.
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The Netherlands – Have policy that requires the implementation of EMS. Army is lagging
behind one year due to reorganisations, job vacancies, lack of integration of environment into
daily business, gaps in the chain of command, and initial choice of implementation.
Discussion
What countries have experience in implementing an EMS?
AUS
LTV
ALB
ROM
UK
BEL
MOL
RUS
CA
NL

in progress
finalising details of implementation
in progress
implementation in progress
most sites complete
in progress
no experience
not explicitly
(Editorial note: This reflects the participating expert’s opinion.)
implementation at majority of sites
finalising details of implementation

Conclusion:
Various stages of experience in implementation of EMS.
What countries implementation had no sufficient success?
AUS
- Lack of commitment at highest level of the organisation. Question how to
address desired change in organisation.
LTV
- No specific problems can be identified at this point.
ALB
- Financial problems
ROM
- Large number of sites makes implementation difficult. Lack of resources and
reorganisation also contributed.
UK
- Problems achieving implementation due to lack of support from managers.
Management did not recognize benefits of an EMS.
BEL
- Implementation should be linked with financial commitment and budget.
MOL
- Too early to assess
RUS
- No specific commitment and resources (Editorial note: This reflects the
participating expert’s opinion.)
CA
- Overall, successful but not meeting the target deadline for implementation of
EMS across the Department.
NL
- Army did not meet deadline. Navy, Air Force and Military Police have met the
deadline.
Conclusion:
Success mostly affected by resource constraints and lack of policy commitments.
Identify the involved levels of command to be committed to the EMS
Discussion
• Top management – seen as first step
• Working level needs to commit
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•
•
•
•
•

All levels (including contractors, etc.) must be aware of their environmental
responsibilities
Entire management team must be involved
Lack of environmental personnel affects implementation success
Belgium has three levels – (1) Basic Level Environmental Advisor (i.e., part-time
battalion, secondary function, two week course); (2) Brigade Level (full-time
professional); and, (3) MOD Level (civilian or military).
UK has similar approach to that of Belgium. Slightly different approach seen in Army,
Navy and Air Force. Latest ships rely on IT expert (knowledge-based) system.
Otherwise, consult policy expert in London.

Conclusion:
Chain-of-command involvement and commitment is essential.
Identify ways and means to get the respective levels committed (ways and means of
argumentation, which benefit can be offered: costs, legal compliance, public relation)
Discussion:
• Cost savings (AUS sustainable energy example) and possible future costs (e.g.,
liabilities) used to sell EMS. For UK, difficult to quantify the precise cost savings. In
general, UK does not use cost savings as a justification because it is too difficult to
determine. Could not use as an argument to introduce EMS but savings in litigation
have been observed.
• In Latvia, a high-level document was produced (e.g., Environmental Protection
Strategy) and is the main starting point for EMS. Showing national leadership in MOD
(e.g., waste management strategy).
• Compliance with law (e.g., UK experience, Canadian experience)
• Improved public relations (e.g., NL experience)
• Because of the progress made by many nations, CCMS should address appropriate
NATO bodies to encourage them to raise EMS on an international level. Possibly to
include deployed operations.
Conclusion:
Compliance with legislation is main driver. Cost savings are a benefit but are difficult to
calculate.
Identify training and awareness programs to ensure appropriate competence and skills
at all levels to meet the EMS requirements
Latvia - Training seminars are held twice a year. Courses also held at National Defence
Academy. Initial training programs for all soldiers (officers are trained and they inform the
soldiers, etc.)
Austria - Environmental protection seminars were held. These seminars were then tailored for
different levels (officers training package different from NCO training). In general the higher the
level required, the greater the training requirements. Some courses are required by law (Waste
Management). Integrate environmental training into professional training. Cheaper to have one
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Captain dedicated to training than to hire consultant. Consider option of on-the-job training or
briefings on lessons learned, solutions.
UK – Service men and women receive general environmental awareness training programs as
part of their officer training. Site-based training is offered to all employees (military and
civilian). Specialist courses (e.g., procurement) are held for individuals that require specialised
training. These courses are either delivered by contractors or in-house in Halton.
Belgium – General environmental awareness for all militaries is being developed but has not
yet been implemented. Special environmental education at civilian universities for the
exclusive functions at MoD and Brigade level. NCOs at local level (part-time) trained in the
Engineer School.
Russia – Environmental education through courses at military college (e.g., schools for soldiers
and sergeants) or university (military and civil). Use on-the-job training. Integrate training into
career promotion. (Editorial note: This reflects the participating expert’s opinion.)
Conclusion:
• General awareness training
• Second function people most often through internal course
• Full-time training through civil course
• Integration of environment into functional training (platoon commander)
Identify an effective way of communication and appropriate messages formats
•
•
•

Identification of existing reporting lines is very important to ensure effective
communication.
Policy statements available internally and externally (intranet and internet).
Environmental Management system procedures are specific in terms of what type of
communication is needed.

Communication Plan:
•
•
•

Approach communication specialist for advice
Follow already established reporting lines
Functional coordination

Communication: EMS Implementation
1. Strategy
• Identify partners (target groups) – interested stakeholders, civilian neighbours,
other government departments, press (who)
o Internal vs. external communication plans
• Define communication needs for each partner (what)
• Way of communication (written, electronic, media, etc) (how)
o Internal vs. external partners communication plans
o Internal (directives and orders)
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•

o External (information, public affairs office) (in accordance with National
MoD constraints)
By whom – For strategy development: Environmental cell collaborates with
information cell
o Involvement of public affairs office
o Approval of information that is intended for external audience

2. Infrastructure (internal partners) (bottom-up reports, top-down give orders) – use
existing reporting structure
3. Messages
• Templates (incident, reporting templates, activities)
• Stakeholder consultation
Minimum requirements for EMS Manual Structure and Content
As minimum include the following:
o Introduction paragraph
o Policy
o Interoperability
o NATO Standardization requirements (e.g., UK example of fuel management standards)
o Legal requirements
o Scope
o Organizational chart
o Roles and responsibilities
o Targets - format
Conclusion
Group agreed that ISO 14001 is a good model to use. Military organisations can also use the
240 Report (which is consistent with the ISO standard but not as well-known).
Recommend including a paragraph on NATO interoperability (e.g., STANAG) into the EMS
manual.
Commands and Units involved in EMS Implementation
o Focus on high impact or main problems first (e.g., greatest legal risk)
o Case study
o Group discussed challenges of implementing EMS for missions. EMS on missions
ranges from 0 to 100 percent when units depend on another nation. Suggested that
environmental aspects should be well covered by MOU or other document. Sending
Nations, their commanders and units need to understand who is responsible for
environmental management during missions.
Plan for Training for EMS implementation cycle (Units, individual, instructor)
o Training (one-day) for people involved in implementation
o Half-day seminar for people who work on integrated project teams that have
responsibilities directly linked to EMS implementation
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o Briefing base commanders
o Training of level 1, level 2 and level 3
Recommended Topics for Future Workshops:
•
•

Explore financial and manpower requirements
Establish coordination with European Defence Agency and other international bodies
working with Defence organisations on these issues
• Target specific aspects of EMS implementation (e.g., communication) and target
implementation within specific parts of the military organisation (Army, Navy, Air Force)
Identify (if necessary and desirable), a military organization among the participating
members of the workshop that could act as a mentoring partner
•

Mentoring partnerships could be a tool to facilitate implementation and ensure
successful implementation
• Mentoring partnerships could be established within or between tiers
Conclusion:
Possibilities were identified but there is a need to explore further.
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4.3. Working Group 3: Checking, Corrective Action,
Facilitator: Alois Serwaty (Germany)
Scribe: Carol Lee Giffin (Canada)
Countries represented: Latvia, Austria, Netherlands, Belgium, United States, Switzerland,
Lithuania, and NATO
Main issues
All representatives outlined their respective backgrounds and EMS experience.
The task list for Syndicate 3 was put on the board to advise group members of the session
objectives.
Each participant provided a summary of their EMS status and performance management
framework.
NDL: No overall EMS but EMS per service, the former policy plan focused on the Barracks,
currently the new one is expanding to operations, established performance measurement
framework, targets for six specific themes, data should be 100% reliability and should strive for
100% data coverage but most likely will receive 90-95%.
BEL: 3 basic Policy documents commencing with environmental charter establishing
requirement for EMS in 2000, in process of reassigning 20 people to look after environmental
issues at 50 bases, elements of EMS not fully integrated, original targets not SMART but
makes them more politically acceptable, use balanced score card approach for measurement
system and 4 key performance indicators.
AUS: No EMS in place, signed policy statement last year and implementation difficult because
a new organization is being established and there is uncertainty which units are closing and
which are staying.
CH (HEL): Completed 3rd cycle of management review, goals established for next year, difficult
to set measurable goal in all areas, goals not measurable originally, they have good data in
some areas others they do not, experienced classic data overkill therefore intend to reduce
number of indicators, doing well where the data management is centralized and an overall audit
system is planned for the whole Ministry.
US: EMS is federally required, the DoD EMS policy requires the EMS be mission focused the
policy also states that it includes all activities, missions and functions therefore it extends
beyond installations, conducted management review early on in process to get individuals used
to reporting requirements, specific integration with existing audit system, internal compliance
audits once per year, external compliance audits once every three years and every federal
department has to define a procedure to determine quality and self-declaration of EMS by
December 2004 for implementation by December 2005.
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LIT: EMS established with assistance from Canada and Sweden, every target has one or two
indicators, integrated within existing management system, semi-annual and annual reporting,
no 3rd party audits and have yet to complete first management review cycle.
LTV: Developed an environmental strategy and action plan in 1999, every unit and force has
an environmental plan, annual reporting, updating strategy now that it is 5 years old and just
received the results of an audit that outlines action required to improve.
DEU: There is a federal requirement to have an EMS, the Bundeswehr is in the early stages of
developing an environmental and occupational health management system (UMAS-Bw)
designed to meet the needs and special requirements of the Armed Forces, in the first step the
UMAS-Bw has been developed and will be implemented for mission support, the development
of an overall EMS to be applied to routine operations in home garrisons will follow.
CAN: Federal requirement to have an EMS, requirement to table sustainable development
strategy in Parliament every three years commencing in 1997, annual reporting requirement to
Parliament, specific performance measures that all services track and report, Navy just
completed 6th management review and internal and external compliance and conformance
audit program in place.
The Facilitator put forward a list of common areas in which performance indicators could be
developed based on the Netherlands’s presentation and a few additional were added by the
participants. The list was as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy and air pollution
Noise
Environmentally hazardous substances
Soil pollution
Waste
Nature conservation
Water protection
Environmental Training

There was some discussion as to whether the group should prepare a procedure to establish
performance measures or draft a list of applicable targets.
The consensus was that performance measures should be developed in conjunction with
establishing an organization’s objectives and targets during the Planning process. Therefore
the group determined not to discuss the performance measurement process in detail but
instead discuss performance measures as they relate to Checking and Corrective action:
Characteristics of good performance measures:
•
•
•
•
•

clear objectives and targets need to be developed in the planning stage before
establishing performance indicators
Use data that is already being collected for some other purpose where possible
data should be reproducible and verifiable
data be should be specific
data should be quantitative, if possible
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

data should be directly understandable by users and managers (those people
collecting, reviewing and using the data to make decisions)
normalize measures so that the data is relative or comparable
keep measures as simple as possible
clear link between measures and activities/aspects that you need to manage
define a time period
both relative (water consumption per person) and absolute indicators (total water
consumption) required
indicators should be clearly measurable
consider ratio of effort versus value of the data collected
update indicators as objectives and targets change
clearly define who is responsible for collecting the data, how to collect the data and the
conversion factors to be used
write a procedure so the link among objectives, targets and performance measures is
understood and reproducible
establish good baseline data
consider and communicate measurement framework as a pilot first time

Errors to avoid in establishing performance indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collecting data just for the sake of collecting data
afraid to make mistakes and trying to be perfect the first time
believing performance measures stand on their own as opposed to being a means to
measure progress
lack of clear communication regarding purpose and value of performance measures
providing results to ministerial level, neglecting to ensure Base levels are aware of the
results
assuming measures automatically satisfy your aim without validating that they are
telling you what you want to know
waiting until your system is complete to start
too many indicators
not knowing the quality of the data or the information it is based on (is the data
estimated or accurately calculated?)
start measuring without having a good baseline or reference data
changing indicators too quickly (trends cannot be established)

Checking and Corrective Action
Performance Measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data providers need to explain variation of greater than X %
If there is a change in trend need to take action
All levels needs to validate their data before they provide it
Based on a review of the indicators determine future action required
If a target is being achieved ahead of time share lessons learned as a way to assist
other units
Don’t focus entirely on negative results and use positive results as a good motivator
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•
•
•
•
•

Verify if the data is providing the information required (for example, people may throw
out waste into a different waste stream to meet a specific solid waste target)
Use the indicators to evaluate and update your system
Once an objective/target has been achieved continue to measure data as an ongoing
practice instead as an indicator
Ensure when non-conformances are found that the written procedures are updated to
reflect required changes
Ensure that monitoring equipment is being maintained and calibrated according to
manufacturer’s directions/organization’s procedures at the prescribed frequency

Non-conformance or Non-compliance:
•
•
•
•

If a legal or regulatory non compliance is detected it is often an indicator that there is a
problem with the system
The cause of a problem may not be what you originally think it is so you need to be
prepared to be wrong
Focus on continual improvement as opposed to blaming an individual
The root cause may be different than the initial idea

Auditing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental data collected is checked by the auditing service to ensure it conforms
to the system requirements, non-conformances are reported back
Central Auditing services can be used to complete legal/regulatory compliance audits
Self compliance audits done internally on an annual basis, external compliance audit
done every three years as an example
Two page summary report with individual sheets for each issue that was found. The
sheet identifies the problem, a timeline to correct and the individual responsible to take
action and the individual to ensure the corrective action was completed as an example.
Database identifies when audits are required and when corrective action should be
completed
The corrective action process used to address deficiencies identified by nonconformances during the Audit program is also a means to share best practices
Reviewing the results of the audit program can be used to make changes or
improvements to the EMS

Environmental Records
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the web including links to reach the people who own the information to reduce
work and improve the accuracy
Understand the security and access limitations before implementing a web solution
Keep access to records close to where the information is generated
Determine if there are any laws that define the length of time specific records need to
be retained and reference the law (privacy law, occupational health and safety law, etc)
Clearly identify who is responsible for keeping the record
Keep the list of necessary records as minimal as is possible (more is not necessarily
better)
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Examples of records:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information on environmental laws
Complaint records
Training records
Process information
Product information
Inspection, maintenance and calibration records
Relevant contractor and supplier information
Incident reports
Environmental Data
Audit results
Management review results

Management Review Process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The management review is about engaging senior leaders in the EMS
Highlight the progress made and request senior leadership’s continued support
Use the data collected as a basis for the review
Review progress against objectives and targets
Review the results of legal compliance and EMS audits
Summarizes the progress to date and determine future action
Use a senior management meeting already in existence
Continual improvement is key to an EMS
Commence the management review early in the development to review progress
and discuss way ahead
Management Review should occur once per year at a minimum
Be well prepared in advance including a written agenda and a written record of the
meeting outlining action items
Opportunity to outline the resources required to address environmental issues but
do not focus on the specific budget

Recommendations:
•
•

Case study approach recommended to provide specific information in workshop format
with common presentation format
Need to continue workshops because so much progress has been made since the first
workshop and it is important to continue to share experiences
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5. The Establishment of an EMS Knowledge Network: A Concept for Consideration
The Sonthofen workshop has once again endorsed the value of an established forum for
sharing EMS knowledge and experience on a long term basis. Indeed, since the core
philosophy of the ISO standard is continual improvement, the requirement for an ongoing forum
is self-evident.
The questions of what form the forum will take in the short, medium and long term, the
attendant roles and responsibilities for moving the agenda forward with the ultimate goal of
integrating EMS into the NATO management framework need carefully considered responses.
As noted in section 2 (Conclusions of the Sonthofen Workshop), a number of interested parties
have already begun preliminary discussions to identify options for a way ahead. Some initial
proposals for the consideration of the CCMS plenary meeting will be available for presentation
at the March 2005 Brussels gathering.
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6. Appendices
1. List of Participants
2. Workshop Final Agenda
3. Presentations to the Plenary Sessions
3.1

Welcome address by the Commandant NBCSchool (Col Dr. Hans-Jürgen
Kalder)
3.2 CCMS Representative and CCMS Activities (Dr. Thomas Strassburger)
3.3 Adminsitration Remarks (Col Henry Neumann)
3.4 Progress Report on the Development of an EMS in the Military Sector
(Michael Dawson)
3.5 First Thoughts on the Design of an Environmental and Occupational Safety
Management System in the Bundeswehr (Dr. Hans-Dieter Wicher)
3.6 The NL Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2004 in combination with the
Environmental yearly report 2003 (Maarten Gijsbers)
3.7 Presentation of the CCMS EMS Web Site (Jeroen Rottink)
3.8 Implementation of ISO 14001-based Environmental Management System in
the Armed Forces of Lithuania (Irma Jaekimaviciute, Miachel Dawson)
3.9 Environmental Protection Policy as a part of EMS Implementation (Petr
Kozel)
3.10 The German Environmental and Safety Management System (Dr. Harald
Kilias)
3.11 Implementing a mission focussed EMS in the Department of Defence Dr.
Jean Shorett)
3.12 Study on Performance Indicators (Dr. Martin Hill)
3.13 Measuring the environmental impact of the NL Defence Organisation via
performance indicators/ Accumulating the NL Defence Environmental DATA
in the Environmental yearly report (Jantien van Oord)
3.14 Partnering for Solution to EMS Implementation a model for bilateral coOperation (Col Henry Neumann)
3.15 Development of an Environmental Management System for Military
Infrastructure of the Austrian Armed Forces (Roland Oberschmidtleitner)
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Appendix 2. Workshop Final Agenda

Final Agenda for the Third Workshop on EMS Implementation
Sonthofen, Germany
27 September – 1 October 2004
Monday, 27. September 2004:
16.00 – 19.00
18:45
19.00 – 20.30
20:45

Arrival of delegations and registration by secretariat
Bus departure
Ice breaker
Bus departure

Tuesday, 28. September 2004:
08.00

Bus departure

08.30 – 8.45

Photo Session

09.00 – 10.00

Welcome by Presidency:
• Opening of the Workshop: MinDir Dr. Wichter
• Welcome address by the School Commandant: Col Dr. Kalder
• CCMS Representative and CCMS Activities: Dr. Strassburger
• Administrative Remarks: Col Neumann

10.00 – 10.30

Coffee break

10.30 – 12.15

Update presentations: Successes and Challenges since THUN 2001
Progress Report on the Development of an EMS in the Military
Sector (CANADA, Mr. Dawson)
First Thoughts on the Design of an Environmental and Occupational
Safety Management System in the Bundeswehr
(GERMANY, Dr. Wichter)
The NL Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2004 in combination with
the Environmental yearly report 2003 (NL, Mr. Gijsbers)
Presentation of the CCMS EMS Web Site (NL, Mr. Rottink)
Approaches to the Implementation of the EMS in Moldova
(MOLDOVA, Mr. Galitchi)
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12.15 – 13.00

Introduction into Syndicate Work (Col Sterk)

13.00 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 17:00

Syndicate work:
• Policy and Planning
• Implementation and Operation
• Checking and Corrective Action

including coffee
break
17:15

Bus departure for hotel

18:15

Bus departure

18:30 – 19:30

(Mr. Dawson)
(Mr. Rottink)
(LtCol Serwaty)

Dinner
At leisure
(opportunity to visit Sonthofen)

22:30

Offer: bus transport from Sonthofen Market Place to hotel

Wednesday, 29. September 2004:
08.00

Bus departure

09.00 –12.15
including coffee
break

Presentations
Environmental Protection Policy as a part of EMS Implementation
(CZECH REPUBLIC, Mr. Kozel)
The German Environmental and Safety Management System
(GERMANY, Dr. Kilias)
Implementing a mission focussed EMS in the Department of defence
(UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Dr. Shorett)
Study on Performance Indicators (GERMANY, Dr. Hill)
Measuring the environmental impact of the NL Defence Organisation
via performance indicators/ Accumulating the NL Defence
Environmental DATA in the Environmental yearly report
(NETHERLANDS, Ms. van Oord)
Partnering for Solutions to EMS Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation (GERMANY, Col Neumann)

12.15 – 13.30

Lunch

13.30 – 17.15

Syndicate groups (cont´d)
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17:30

Bus departure for hotel

18:45

Bus departure

19:00 – 22:00

Formal Dinner

22:15

Bus departure

Thursday, 30. September 2004:
08.00

Bus departure

08.30 – 10.00

Syndicate groups (cont´d)

10.00 – 10.30

Coffee break

10.30 – 12.15

Syndicate groups (cont´d)

12.15 – 13.15

Lunch

13.15 – 22.00

Scenic trip to Castle NEUSCHWANSTEIN and WIESKIRCHN
(Attention: trip starts from NBCDef/SelfProtSchool)
including a Dinner in a country restaurant

Friday, 01. October 2004:
08.00

Bus departure

08:30 – 10:30

Presentation of Syndicate results

10:45 – 11:00

Conclusions
Proposals for follow-up activities
Closing remarks

11.00

Departure
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Appendix 3.1.

Welcome address by the Commandant NBCSchool
-

Welcome to the southermost town of Germany
NBC and Self Protection School tasked with Environmental Course based Training for
the Armed Forces

In more Detail:
The NBC Defence and Self-Protection School is an Army School with an armed-forces-wide
interservice mission. It also performs training for members of federal and state agencies and for
personnel of allied forces.
-

+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+

The School is the home of the NBC Defence Corps of the Army.
In addition, in the area of NBC Defence it is the central training facility for:
All Arms NBC Defence including the NBC Warning and Reporting Service,
for EOD personnel in NBC - especially chemical - ammunition disposal,
Radiation Protection in the Bundeswehr as well as,
for equipment mechanics including equipment inspectors (technical inspection) of NBC
Defence, NBC Electronics, self-protection, and fire fighting equipment, and
for inspection of pressurised containers.
The mission is complemented be the closely related tasks of:
Self-Protection,
Fire Fighting and
Interdisciplinary Environmental Protection of the forces.

The School is structured in a way, that the major tasks complementary are addressed by major
departments.
These major pillars of the School are
the Directorate of Training and the Combat Development Division. Both are headed by full
Colonels.
In addition, the School is responsible for mission-readiness of the NBC Field Laboratories
and in future for the Special NBC Reconnaissance Platoon of the Army.
Course based training is performed in 25 Classrooms by 100 Instructors
Actually, our programme includes 113 different types of courses in 286 course cycles for a
total of 5800 students.
In addition to numerous expert talks within the scope of the Alliance, Partnership for Peace and
Military Assistance, we are open for international participation in all of our courses.
You are asked to pay special attention to the Multinational Senior Officers Course, we provide
yearly in English for senior NBC-Defence Officers of allied armed forces.
Since 2000, 296 international students have participated in a considerable amount of our
regular courses.
There is an Initiative to set up an ECC on NBC Defence at our School, which we are looking
forward to
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All of us, we wish your Meeting most success and it will be a pleasure for us to assist you in
achieving that.
Besides that, we hope, that you'll have some spare time to enjoy the marvellous landscape in
this holiday region.
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Appendix 3.2.
CCMS Representative and CCMS Activities

NATO CCMS

NATO’s third dimension


NATO COMMITTEE
ON THE
CHALLENGES OF MODERN SOCIETY



EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

NATO CCMS

NATO CCMS

The Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society
has been created as a forum for sharing of knowledge
and experiences on technical, scientific and policy aspects
of social and environmental matters in both the civilian and
military sectors among NATO and Partner countries.






Main issues:
¾
Creating networks of experts
¾
Spreading knowledge
¾
Combating terrorism through science




EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

CCMS mechanisms








CCMS was established in 1969 by the North Atlantic Council
Initial aim: addressing problems affecting the environment of the
nations and the quality of life of their people
Activities have been expanded over the years to include Partner
countries in the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC) and
more recently adapted to take into account emerging issues to
security
Committee meets twice a year in plenary session
Complementary with the Security through Science Committee
(former Science Committee), the second science-related
committee of NATO

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

CCMS principles



Additionally, NATO’s “social and environmental”
dimension is set by Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty
The Parties will contribute toward the further development of
peaceful and friendly international relations by strengthening
their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these institutions are
founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and wellbeing....”

27 September - 1 October 2004
Sonthofen, Germany



NATO is not only a political and a military organization

A proposal is submitted by a nation to the Committee during a
plenary session
The proposal is adopted by consensus of the CCMS members
It is nationally funded by nations which are interested in
(Voluntary participation)
Participation of “Contact Countries” countries is decided by
NATO Member States (Silence procedure)
Suggestions and recommendations to North Atlantic Council







EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

The Committee does not engage itself in any research activities.
Work is carried out on a decentralized basis, through
¾ Pilot Studies (3-5 years)
¾ Short Term Projects (1-2 years)
¾ Single Events (Topical Workshops, Round
Tables, Seminars)
Single Events are organized to address topics of special interest
to NATO, Partner or Mediterranean Dialogue countries
CCMS only provides limited financial assistance to experts
without sufficient funding to attend meetings on PS etc.

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”
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NATO CCMS

NATO CCMS

BE, BUL, CA, CZ, DK, EST, FR, GER, GRE, HU, ICE, IT, LAT,
LITH, LU, NL, NO, PO, PT, ROM, SLOVA, SLOVE, SP, TU, UK, US

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

CCMS Key Objectives

NATO’s cooperative approach to security

1991 / 1997
NACC / EAPC (20)





1995

1997/2002

Mediterranean
Dialogue (7)

NATO Member States (26)

NUC - Ukraine



NRC - Russia


Contact
Countries



EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

Key Objectives

Key Objectives
Non-Traditional Threats To Security

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF MILITARY ACTIVITIES






Reducing the environmental impact of military
activities;
As guideline
for future
the cross
following
Conducting
regional
studieswork,
including
border
activities;
Key Objectives have been identified:
Preventing conflicts in relation to scarcity of
resources;
Addressing emerging risks to the environment and
society that could cause economic, cultural and
political instability, and
Addressing non-traditional threats to security.



Pilot Study Forms of Environmental Education in the
Armed Forces (Poland / Canada), Vilnius,
27-28 Oct. 2003



Workshop Rehabilitation of Former Military Sites in
Mongolia (Luxembourg / Netherlands), Ulaan Baatar,
01-03 June 2004


Workshop Environmental Management Systems in the
Military Sector (Germany), Bonn, 27 Sep. - 01 Oct. 2004



EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

PS Security of Narrow Waterways
- examines the safety and security of specific maritime assets
and strategic choke points that may face terrorist attacks
PS Food Chain Security
- aims at protective and response measures to reduce the
risk and to mitigate the consequences of terrorist attacks
against the food system
PS Effective Risk Response Strategies
- focuses on improved preparedness for risk avoidance
(disaster prevention), and improved management of risks
during and after an event (disaster management)
Round Table on Ecoterrorism
EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”
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Partnership Tools

EMS

Individual Partnership Action Plan (IPAP)







NATO’s strategic objective - “partnership”
programme takes into account the diversity of the partner
countries (Caucasus, Central Asia)
national priorities and interests of each country are in the main
focus (tailored)
Georgia, Usbekistan, Azerbejan






Membership Action Plan (MAP)



launched in 1999 at the Washington summit to assist NATO
candidate countries, at present Albania, Croatia and FYROM
countries submit Annual National Programme on their preparations
(political, defence, resource, security and legal issues)

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

CCMS website






EMS offers new opportunities for working groups
and partnerships (mentorship)
within CCMS either for short term projects or
focused workshops within IPAP activities (defence
reform)
EMS is a “perfect example” for sharing CCMS
experience

CCMS website

Offers the opportunity to search for information on
NATO/CCMS activities
Provides access to information and online publications
on environmental problems
Publishing board for results achieved and
announcements

Thank you for your kind attention

Internet Address
http://www.nato.int/ccms
http://www.nato.int/ccms//

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”

EMS workshop “Partnering for solutions to EMS implementation challenges”
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Appendix 3.3.
Adminsitration Remarks

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Administrative Remarks
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

•
•
•
•

Sonthofen, Germany, 27 th September- 1 st October

The Organisation Team
Accommodation
Transportation
Meals and Beverages
Plenary Sessions and
Syndicate Group Working
Field Trip
Departure
Address List
Internet Access

1

2

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Agenda

Agenda

• Monday, 27. September :
done

• Tuesday, 28. September :
09.00 – 10.00
Welcome by Presidency:
Opening of the Workshop: MinDir Dr. Wichter
•
Welcome address by the School Commandant:
Col Dr. Kalder
•
CCMS Representative and CCMS Activities: Dr.
Strassburger
•
Administrative Remarks: Col Neumann
10.00 – 10.30 Coffee break
10.30 – 12.15 Update presentations:
Successes and Challenges since THUN 2001
Progress Report on the Development of an EMS in the
Military Sector (CANADA, Mr. Dawson)
First Thoughts on the Design of an Environmental
and Occupational Safety Management System in the
Bundeswehr (GERMANY, Dr. Wichter)
The NL Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2004 in
combination with the Environmental yearly report
2003 (NL, Mr. Gijsbers)

3

4
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Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Agenda

Agenda

• Tuesday, 28. September :

• Wednesday, 29. September :

10.30 – 12.15 Update presentations (cont’d)
Successes and Challenges since THUN 2001
Presentation of the CCMS EMS Web Site (NL, Mr.
Rottink)
Approaches to the Implementation of the EMS in
Moldova (MOLDOVA, Mr. Galitchi)
12.15 – 13.00 Introduction into Syndicate Work
(Col Sterk)
14:00 – 17:00 Syndicate work:
• Policy and Planning
(Mr. Dawson)
•
Implementation and Operation (Mr. Rottink)
•
Checking and Corrective Action (LtCol Serwaty)
17:15 Bus departure for hotel
18:15 Bus departure
18:30 – 19:30 Dinner (hosted)
At leisure (opportunity to visit Sonthofen)
22:30 Offer: bus transport from Sonthofen Market
Place to hotel

08.00 Bus departure
09.00 –12.15 Presentations
Environmental Protection Policy as a part of EMS
Implementation (CZECH Republic, Mr. Kozel)
The German Environmental and Safety Management
System (GERMANY, Dr. Kilias)
Implementing a mission focussed EMS in the
Department of defence (UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, Dr. Shorett)
Study on Performance Indicators (GERMANY, Dr.
Hill)
Measuring the environmental impact of the NL
Defence Organisation via performance indicators/
Accumulating the NL Defence Environmental DATA
in the Environmental yearly report
(NETHERLANDS, Ms. van Oord)
Partnering for Solutions to EMS Implementation a
model for bilateral co-operation (GERMANY, Col
Neumann)
12.15 – 13.30 Lunch
13.30 – 17.15 Syndicate groups (cont´d)
6

5

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Agenda

Agenda

• Wednesday, 29. September :

• Friday, 01. October :

17:30
Bus departure for hotel
18:45
Bus departure
19:00 – 22:00 Dinner (hosted)
22:15
Bus departure

08.00 Bus departure
08:30 – 10:30 Presentation of Syndicate results
10:45 – 11:00
Conclusions
Proposals for follow-up activities
Closing remarks

Thursday, 30. September :
08.00 Bus departure
08.30 – 10.00 Syndicate groups (cont´d)
10.00 – 10.30 Coffee break
10.30 – 12.15 Syndicate groups (cont´d)
12.15 – 13.15 Lunch (hosted)
13.15 – 22.00 Scenic trip to Castle NEUSCHWANSTEIN
and WIESKIRCHN
including a Dinner in a restaurant

11.00 Departure

Attention:
trip starts from NBCDef/SelfProtSchool
Casual attire
7

8
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Appendix 3.4.
Progress Report on the Development of an EMS in the Military Sector

Overview of Presentation

Environmental Management in the
Military:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Way Ahead
Presentation to the 3rd NATO CCMS
EMS Workshop
Sonthofen, Germany
September 27 – October 1, 2004

The History of EMS in CCMS

The History of EMS in CCMS
The Thun Workshop (January 2001)
The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)
Recommendations Arising from Vyskov
The “Mentoring Partnerships” Approach
Implementation Status Report
Sonthofen Workshop Expectations
Questions?

The History of EMS in CCMS

• Pilot Study Report (#240) published in
March 2000
• Endorses ISOISO-based EMS as feasible in the
military sector
• Recognizes need for ongoing mentoring
• First followfollow-up workshop held in Thun
January 2001

• Thun meeting validated need for ongoing
dialogue on EMS
• Canada and Czech republic MoDs agreed to
coco-host 2nd workshop
• CCMS underwrote the cost of participation
of Study Visit participants

The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)

The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)
• Canada/Czech Republic/CCMS sponsored
the workshop
• 30 September – 4 October 2002
• Held at the Military University of the
Ground Forces (Vyskov CzR)
CzR)
• 21 countries represented
including 2 not previously represented

• 3 working groups representing “clustered”
phases of the EMS cycle
• Agenda was a mixture of plenary sessions,
working groups and field trips
• Goals of the workshop:
1. Identify common issues and share
solutions
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The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)

The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)

• Goals of the workshop:
2. Foster partnerships among
participants with similar interests
3. Stress the practical application of
EMS to the existing management
framework, and,
4. Identify costcost-saving measures for
future workshops

• Conclusions of the Workshop:
1. The number of common issues is
significant
2. Measurable progress has been made
since Thun and generic solutions to
common issues are feasible

The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)

The Vyskov Workshop (October 2002)

• Conclusions of the Workshop:
3. Need for a future forum to focus
exclusively on performance
measurement
4. The knowledge gap among
participants is growing rather than
shrinking

• Conclusions of the Workshop:
5. The knowledge gap is threethree-tiered
based on sociosocio-political characteristics
6. The gap among the tiers tends to
discourage commitment to EMS
implementation

Recommendations arising from Vyskov

The Mentoring Partnerships Approach

• Workshops must be held more frequently
• Agendas must be streamed in accordance
with participants’ level of experience
• “Mentoring Partnerships” can accelerate the
transfer of knowledge most effectively
• Distance learning is a valid support tool

• Participants selfself-identify as “tier” 1
(advanced); “tier’ 2 (EMS is feasible); or
“tier” 3 (basic groundwork needs to be put
in place)
• Consultations among three tiers identify
matched needs and abilities
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Status Report on Implementation of
Recommendations

The Mentoring Partnerships Approach

• Canada, Sweden and Lithuania completed a
partnership agreement in December 2003
• The Netherlands has coordinated the
implementation of the web site
www.nato
www.nato..int/
int/ccms
• This meeting, “Partnering
“Partnering for solutions to
EMS implementation challenges”
challenges” hosted
solely by Germany

• Mentoring Partners sign detailed
memoranda of understanding
• The distance learning tool (a CCMS EMS
web site) provides an electronic library, a
chat room for exploring emerging issues,
and a list of subject experts prepared to
share information

“Partnering for solutions to EMS
implementation challenges”
challenges”:
Expectations

“Partnering for solutions to EMS
implementation challenges”
challenges”

• A forum for exchange of information and
“Lessons Learned”
Learned” from the planning and/or the
implementation of an EMS
• Participants are prepared to share experiences as
well as documents like EMS Handbooks,
Environmental Policies developed in the course of
the development and implementation of an EMS.

Questions
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Appendix 3.5.
First Thoughts on the Design of an Environmental and Occupational Safety
Management System in the Bundeswehr
Development of an environmental protection and occupational safety and health management
system "Mission" of the Bundeswehr
(UMAS-Bw Einsatz)
Presentation given on the Occasion of the CCMS EMS Workshop
Sonthofen, 28.09.2004
1. Parameters
Military operations aimed at bringing about stability during crises and at safeguarding peace
are increasingly taking place in regions with considerable ecologic problems. Since the start of
its missions in the Balkans, thus, the Bundeswehr has been faced with ground contaminations
or waste problems. And in Afghanistan, serious sandstorms as well as the dust exposures
render an already complex mission in this region even more difficult. The environmental
conditions we meet in the countries of deployment are a heavy burden. In case of previous
combat and war activities, these are aggravated by the environmental impacts of war itself.
From the history of armed conflicts we know that war is one of the worst enemies of the
environment. And that peacekeeping is also sort of anticipatory environmental protection. This
is an ancient historic fact, but a comparatively new category in the context of security political
thinking and military planning. Armed forces employment is increasingly influenced by the
impacts modern wars have on the environment.
Several realizations result from this as well as from an overarching environmental approach:
-

War and combat may inflict considerable damage on the environment. Not only the oil well
fires after the First Gulf War may serve as an impressive example. Even today – 100
respectively 60 years after – we have to cope with the ground contaminations of the First
World War in France or of the Second World War in Germany.

-

Ecologic problems, on the other hand, bear a conflict potential. The fight for the scarce
good of a clean environment or freshwater may increasingly become reason also for armed
conflicts with major dialectic correlations of the environmental burdens due to and caused
by combat action.

-

the environmental burden encountered or the adverse environmental impact of combat
action on the other hand cause occupational safety and health problems for the soldiers on
mission. This issue is as diverse as the numerous wars that have been and will be. Here
lies a particular – also ethnic – problem which from my point of view has not yet been
thought out at all or to an insufficient extent only. You all know the questions and
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discussions concerning actual or supposed health problems in the context of Agent
Orange, the Post-Gulf-War-Syndrome, DU-ammunition or radiation exposure. The decisive
aspect, here, is that environmental protection and occupational safety and health are
touched uno actu. That environmental protection and at the same time occupational safety
and health are an immediate consequence of adverse environmental impacts.
Our priority task as those being responsible in the area of environmental protection and
occupational safety and health lies in the last category – without, however, neglecting the other
issues.
Our task is to join and integrate the numerous protection tasks which often are perceived as
single and isolated matters, and in doing so we are to realize synergetic effects and find an
overall system to the benefit of our soldiers and civilian staff, but also in the interest of
environmental protection.
This is in line with the global strategy of sustainability particularly pursued in Germany
(sustainability is a development "meeting the needs of today's generation without endangering
the chances of future generations to satisfy their needs and choose their way of life.")
A system developed exactly in the sense of this sustainability is EMAS.
EMAS stands for Eco-Management and Audit Scheme". It is the highest European award for
environmental management by companies and organizations. It is based on the EC Regulation
761/2001 of the European Parliament and of the council allowing voluntary participation by
organizations in a Community eco-management and audit scheme (EMAS). EMAS is
particularly suited to improve industrial environmental protection beyond statutory
requirements. The international standard DIN EN ISO 14 001 on environmental management
systems is an integral part of the EMAS regulation. Participants in the scheme, thus, also fulfill
the requirements of ISO 14001.
The Federal Government provides support to the EU in its continued effort to promote EMAS
propagation. Participation is voluntary. Initially, EMAS was established for industrial
enterprises. Meanwhile, any organization desiring to improve its environmental performance
can apply for participation.
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2. To UMAS Bw
It actually can provide guidance with respect to solving the problems I described at the
beginning of this briefing: a systematic approach to the protection tasks to the benefit – above
all – of our staff on deployment. Also the decision of the German Bundestag taken in 2000 is to
be regarded in this context.
By decision of the German Bundestag of 06 April 2000, the Bundeswehr was tasked with
"employing – and if possible further developing – its own management system aimed at
continuously improving environmental protection in its facilities, comparable to the EMAS
regulation of the EU".
Resulting from this was the decision of October 2001 to develop and plan an environmental
and occupational safety and health management system tailored to the Bundeswehr needs – in
a first step for missions. Thus, a clear focus was placed on the protection of life and limb of the
forces on missions abroad as well as of the population in the countries of deployment.
With the concept on the environmental protection and occupational safety and health
management system of the Bundeswehr in the "mission" version (UMAS-Bw Einsatz), a
management and control tool for the areas of environmental protection and occupational safety
and health is being developed which enables quick and thorough identification of
environmental, occupational and health protection risks, provision of effective remedial
measures, as well as continuous improvement of how these protection tasks are accomplished.
At the same time, the ecologically friendly behavior of the armed forces shall be documented
and identified deficiencies corrected. By means of this preliminary concept, the management
system shall incrementally be introduced into the Bundeswehr and – in a first step – missiontested.

3. Aim and purpose of UMAS
The current concept determines the framework of the UMAS-Bw Einsatz management
system in terms of contents and organization. From this concept, responsibilities and
requirements of the organizational areas and interfaces with other mission tasks are
derived. Further details on implementation and individual procedures are specified in
handbooks as well as technique and procedure instructions.
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3.1 Aim and purpose of the UMAS System
UMAS-Bw Einsatz as a management system is aimed at minimizing the risks and dangers
own forces are faced with during missions. Besides, nature and environment in the area of
operation shall be protected to the largest extent possible against avoidable burdens. By
means of UMAS-Bw Einsatz the risks and dangers an operation causes for humans and
the environment are determined, examined and evaluated. The UMAS reports and their
assessments are to document the performance of the contingents in the area of
environmental protection and occupational health and safety. Continuous control is to
improve protection of the humans as well as of the environment and to reduce hazards.

3.2 Field of application of UMAS-Bw Einsatz
UMAS-Bw Einsatz generally is employed in largely stable military situations by the mission
contingents. It starts during mission preparation in the Federal Republic of Germany and
accompanies the contingents into their area of operation.
Military and terrorist threats in the area of operation demand that the management system
is applied as the situation requires.
While the UMAS-Bw Einsatz management system can be applied to a limited extent only
during operations involving combat action and rapidly changing conditions, it unfolds its
complete effect during stationary missions with largely consolidated conditions, supports
the military leader in accomplishing his/her tasks and responsibilities and, thus, is applied
to its full extent. Between these two extremes are operations which are stationary, but take
place in unstable or relatively stable situations. Extent, scope and possibly (also time)
restrictions to the application of UMAS-Bw Einsatz are determined on a case by case
basis.
UMAS-Bw Einsatz includes the missions abroad of the contingents including the
preparation phase. For forces permanently deployed abroad, routine duty requirements
apply.
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4. Fundamentals, guidelines and principles
In the Bundeswehr concept, the requirements on survivability include the capabilities of
the armed forces and of the Federal Defense Administration as to environmental
protection and the related protection tasks.
The notion of management in the context of UMAS-Bw
"Management" means a system enabling planning, decision, execution and control with
regard to a specific (protection) task.
It includes
-

Objectives

-

formal procedures and programs

-

organization and procedures including personnel and material capabilities tailored to
the task, as well as

-

clearly defined competences and responsibilities

5. Standards for the UMAS-Bw environmental management system
UMAS-Bw is to be modeled on the EMAS standards.
In this respect, the following was established:
•

The initial steps concerning environmental policy, ecological targets and environment
program have basically been implemented.

•

The focus must be placed on the adaptation of the environmental management
system / eco-audit as an overall system of various management subsystems.

•

Audition, validation or certification by external third parties is not planned.

•

An environmental report will be prepared. Assessments will be made on all areas and
levels; measures taken will depend on the results.
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•

Bundeswehr in-house audition, validation and certification of those Bundeswehr
domains successfully working in accordance with UMAS-Bw is planned.

6. UMAS mission and UMAS peacetime
A distinction between the overall management systems in their mission and peacetime
versions is necessary since purpose and focuses differ.
In peacetime, the protection of the staff and of the environmental media against hazards
are equally important. Coming into effect of the management system is an ongoing and
sustained process.
During mission, protection of the soldiers and occupational safety and health are of
primary concern. Protection of the environmental media of the area of operation will be
subsidiary. Management must be ready to prepare, start, endure and debrief the
operation. (Action phased and limited in time).
7. General Objectives of a UMAS-Bw
UMAS-Bw has the following objectives
-

Compliance with rules of law (assumed)

-

Staff protection

-

Continuous improvement of environmental performance (protection of the
environmental media) and protection of resources

-

Achievement of gains in efficiency and cost savings

-

Maintenance of the Bundeswehr's credibility in public also in this area

-

Increased motivation of the forces and the civilian staff

-

Unfolding preventive action
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Appendix 3.6.
The NL Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2004 in combination with the
Environmental yearly report 2003

CONTENTS

The Netherlands Defence

• position of EMS in the Defence organisation

Environmental Policy Cycle

• lessons learned 1993 - 2000
• measuring and registration system

Maarten Gijsbers

• lessons learned 2000 - 2004

Environmental Advisor

• Annual Environmental Report 2003

Coordinator Spatial Planning and Environment MoD

EMS in place

EMS cycle
Plan

MoD level

Do

Act

Plan

Check

Plan

Act

Army Staff level

Do

Do

Act
Check

Plan

Check

Do

Act

Army Unit level

Check

EMS in time
1993

Focus on Policy Cycle

Defence Environmental Policy Plan

Plan

Act
2000

Do

Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2000

Check
2004

Defence Environmental Policy Plan 2004
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Key elements 1993 Defence

Shortcomings 1993 DEPP

Environmental Policy Plan
• based on national policy documents
• good environmental housekeeping

• evaluation by Government Accountant Service 1999

• 21 “strive” targets

• all national environmental themes incorporated

• soil cleaning programme

• targets not firm / SMART enough

• noise insulation programme airfields

• lack of quantitative information (facts & figures)
• environment too much in the side line

Measuring and Registration System

Changes in the
2000 Environmental Policy Plan

• focussed on policy targets
• six relevant themes: energy, noise, soil,
dangerous substances, waste, nature

• based on “Formats” bookwork
• data checked by Defence Accountant Service

• SMART targets

• 40 indicators

• integration in planning cycle

• yearly reports

• environmental management systems
• “the Line” responsible for execution
• measuring and registration system
• policy evaluation and audits

Important issues M&R system

P R O G R E S S T A R G E T S P O LI C Y P L A N 2 0 0 0
R e s u lts p e r 1 .1 . 2 0 0 4

• clear definition of the scope

Nr.

• organisational boundaries of the system

E nv ir on m e nt al M a na g e m e nt S y st e m s

X

2

M e a s u r ing & Re g is t r a t ion S y s t em

V

R e lia b le f ig ur e s

X

3

E ne r g y e ff ic ien cy

V

S us t a ina b le E n er g y

V

4

N o is e

V

5

D a ng e r ou s S ub s t a nc e s

X

6

P e s t icid e s

V

7

S oil c le a n u p

V

8

A c t ive s oil m a na g e m e n t

V

9

W a st e

V

M o nit or in g na t u r e v a lu e s

V

• no overkill in figures (workload)

• computerised

10
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D ef e nce

1

• geographical boundaries of the system

• built in checks

T a rg et

T a r g et r e a lis e d

V

R ea lisa t ion o n s ch e du le

V

R ea lisa t ion d ela y e d

X

Evaluation 2000 Policy Plan

Developments since 2000

++

more attention for environmental issues

++

clear policy set up and targets

++

environmental load has diminished

--

some targets were not described SMART enough

--

financial & personnel consequences not clear enough

• new National Environmental Policy Plan
• more attention for European Community
• more NATO attention for environmental matters
• movable equipment becomes involved

--

communication plan missing

--

better integration in budget and planning cycle

• financial reductions (lowering ambition level)

Soil Cleaning Program
100%
8

10

6

9

90%
80%
70%

19

19

17

5

5

68

70

5
Policy
target

16
5

60%

ANNUAL

50%

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

Locaties nog te onderzoeken

40%

2003

30%

66

Locaties in onderzoek
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Locaties onder sanering
Locaties gereed

20%

DMB doelstelling bodem % gereed
(ondergrens)

10%
0%

Ministry of Defence

2000

2001

2002

2003

Realisation percentage of the Defence Soil Cleaning Program

Energy efficiency

Sustainable energy

Energy efficiency
Defence Infrastructure

Policy target
400

350

Policy target
300

250

4

kJ/m 2.graaddag

%
4

200

150

100

0,02

0,06

1999

2000

0,2
2001

50

2002

2003
0

19 90

Percentage sustainable energy in infrastructure

1 991

19 92

1993

19 94

199 5

energie-effi ciency onroer end goed
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19 96

199 7

19 98

199 9

2 000

D MB doelstell ing energi e-effici ency

200 1

Waste
30.000

25.000

3.000
5.000

20.000

4.000

Any questions ???

ton

3.000
3.000

15.000

gevaarlijkafval
bedrijfsafval

23.000
10.000

20.000

19.000
16.000

14.000

5.000

0
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

mg.gijsbers@mindef.nl

Total amountofwaste(intons) of theDefenceorganisation, dividedinindustrial andhazardouswaste
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Appendix 3.7.
Presentation of the CCMS EMS Web Site

27.09.04-

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

Contents

History
Status
Way Ahead

NATO/CCMS Website

Discussion

Progress since Vyskov
Mr. J.B.H. (Jeroen) Rottink, M.Sc.
Environmental Policy Advisor
Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section
1

History (1) - CCMS EMS Workshop Vyskov

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

2

History (2)
Fall/winter ’02
NLAR proposal for framework and outline

Vyskov conclusion [EAPC(CCMS)D(2003)2, dated 13
January 2003]: proposal to develop a plan of action for:

Summer ’03
NL MoD Vyskov participants write web site content

… establishment of a CCMS EMS web site featuring an
electronic library, a list of subject-specific experts willing
to share their expertise and a ‘chat room’, where
emerging issues can be explored by interested
practitioners…

Dec. ’03: NATO/CCMS - NL MoD talks on publication
May ’04: EMS in MS web site online
(international military environmental community informed)

NL volunteered to develop this action plan

Since then: web site (content) upkeep, a few links and
documents have been supplied by nations
3

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

4

Status Oct. ’04 (content)
Click just under
here for

Access through link on CCMS Homepage
(www.nato.int/ccms)

Environmental
Management
Systems in the
Military Sector

Five Chapters:
1. Information on CCMS EMS pilot studies/workshops
2. Information on the EMS elements
3. Photo gallery
4. External links
5. List of POCs

5

6
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27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

Here the five
chapters of the site
can be accessed

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

8

27.09.04-

7

These links lead to
paragraphs where the
EMS elements are
explained

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

10

27.09.04-

9

Photographs illustrating:
Operations/general
Maintenance
Fuel / POL handling
Energy
Wildlife
Other

11

12
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27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

Status Oct. ’04 (procedural)
•web pages are online
•NL MoD manages content upkeep
•NATO/CCMS --> NIDS manages web site upkeep
•(almost) no reactions, no extra submissions of links
and/or documents

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

27.09.04-

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

14

Status Oct. ’04 (related to Vyskov Recommendations)

The Way Ahead

The Vyskov recommendations were to develop:

Assumption: Vyskov recommendation is still valid and
supported by national environmental military experts.
If yes, then:

CCMS EMS web site

( OK !)

• Nations need to supply more links and documents

featuring…
•an Electronic Library,

27.09.04-

13

(note: nations keep responsibility for content of documentation and validity of
links)

(partially ready)

•a list of Experts

(currently: NL only..)

•a chat room

(pending)

• List of experts needs to be expanded further
• Development of chat room
• Sharing of content upkeep
• Other suggestions ???

Royal Netherlands Army Staff, Environmental Section

16

27.09.04-

15

Discussion

Thank you for your attention
Questions / remarks ?
Discussion

17
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Appendix 3.8.
Implementation of ISO 14001-based Environmental Management System in
the Armed Forces of Lithuania

ISO 14001-based EMS

Implementation of
ISO 14001-based
Environmental Management System
in the Armed Forces of Lithuania

Management
review

Continual
improvement
Checking and
Planning
corrective action

Irma Jakimavičiūtė, MOD LITHUANIA
Michael Dawson, DND CANADA

CAN-LTU-SWE project

Policy

Implementation
and operation

EMS planning
evaluation

Compatible with the existing Defence Resources
Management System (PPBS) of the MOD

EMS planning – timetable

EMS planning – results (1)

• 2002 August – 2003 December

• EMS structure
MOD
DS

L1

• 7 EMS team gatherings (meetings, seminars)
EMS team:

L2

CAN DND
SWE National NBC-Defence Centre
LTU MOD, Defence Staff, Combat Training Centre

Land F

Air F

Navy

LSC

TRADOC

L3
bases

bases

bases

bases

bases

First EMS cycle 2004 – 2005 within the PPBS

EMS planning – results (2)

EMS planning – results (3)

• Defence Environmental Programme

• EMS training

MOD Order 2002-12-19 No. 1793
for L2 Environmental Officers
trainers: EMS team, L1
2003 January
for L3 Environmental Officers
trainers: EMS team, L1, L2
2003 September

• Programme Implementation Guidance
MOD Order 2003-06-26 No. MP-394

- ISO 14001-based EMS elements
- EMS structure, responsibilities and procedures in the
Armed Forces of LTU
- Environmental inventory

- Objectives, targets and actions complementing Defence
Environmental Strategy (2001) goals
- Performance indicators – progress of the Programme
- Basic environmental planning documents for L2 and L3
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EMS planning – results (4)

EMS planning – results (5)

• Baselines

• Action plans (3-year)

Environmental inventory (infrastructure related) – quantitative status
(bores, fuel tanks, heating plants, wastewater/rainwater systems,
washing installations)

L2 (Forces Command level) - 5 plans
L3 (Base level)
- 41 plan

Defence Environmental Programme Targets
Infrastructure
related

Specific
areas

Inventory 2003
Baselines 2003
Actions 2003

Inventory, Baselines, Actions
20042004-2006

- Start with infrastructure related environmental targets
- Further: waste, halocarbons (2004), polluted sites (2005), etc

- L3 plans – environmental targets with financial demands
submitted to the MOD annually (start from 2004)
- L2 plans – coordinate implementation schedule at L3
- Annual update of 3-year action plans

EMS planning – results (6)

EMS planning – results (7)

• EMS manual

• Reporting procedures:

Issued on CD-ROM for delivery to bases
information provided by L1
description of EMS procedures, references, formats
information loaded by L3
aspects, action plan, internal regulations, records

format
timetable
L3 Ä L2

L2 Ä L1

semi-annual

July 20

August 1

annual

February 10

March 1

All EMS information to hand

- Control of use of allocations and process of actions
- Control of implementation of environmental objectives

Lessons learned (1)

Lessons learned (2)

• Use of main procedures and timetables of the
existing defence management:

• Entire defence organization vs. one base (a pilot
project) for starting EMS implementation:

- EMS really integrated into the existing management, no
separate cycle

- entire defence organization – a good possibility as/if the
existing defence management exists in the entire defence
organization, just include environmental part

- better access to defence authorities (decision making)

- entire defence organization – inter-level and intra-level
communication starts and improves
- one base – double work
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Lessons learned (3)

Lessons learned (4)

• Military partnership vs. a consulting company
while implementing EMS:

• Involvement of middle managers (Forces
Command Level) in EMS implementation as early
as possible:

- military partnership – better knowledge of military
organization’s mission, structure, documentation and
defence environmental aspects

- middle managers – turn talks into action and must set EMS
procedures, additional to those set by senior managers, for
their subordinate management team

- military partnership – experience of EMS implementation in
the military sector
- military partnership – EMS “players” participate in the
process instead of getting a “product”
- military partnership – cheaper, even more valuable

Lessons learned (5)
• Baselines not necessarily for all aspects from
the first EMS cycle:
- start with baselines for the aspects with clear legal
requirements (standards) and clear objects and
characteristics
- in the course of next EMS cycles continue with baselines
for the aspects that need additional training, investigation
or they “are waiting for” completed legal regulations
(standards)
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Appendix 3.9.
Environmental Protection Policy as a part of EMS Implementation

NATO/CCMS EAPC FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP ON

Contens

IMPLEMENTATION OF EMS IN THE MILITARY SECTOR
SONTHOFEN, SEPTEMBER 27 - October 1, 2004

Environmental Protection Policy
as a part of EMS Implementation

Introduction
1. Environmental Policy Objectives
2. Environmental Policy Principles
3. Main tasks in the individual areas of MoD
Environmental Policy
4. Environmental Policy Means
5. Environmental Policy Acceptance

by Petr Kozel
Chief of Environmental Services
Ministry of Defence
of the Czech Republic

Introduction

1. Objectives

• Environmental Policy
Definition is the first step
towards the EMS
Implementation.
• MoD Environmental
Policy of 1999 in the
Czech Republic
• State Environmental
Policy of 2001
• MoD Environmental
Policy of 2002

• priorities
• main tasks
in particular EP areas
• implementation´s
instruments

2. Principles
2.1. Fundamental

2.2. Derived principles

Principle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable
Development
Principle
stems from harmonisation of
economic, environmental and
social facets of all development
objectives.
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Integration Principle
Prevention Principle
Precaution Principle
In-source Hazard Diminishing Principle
Principle of Responsibility for the State
of Environment
Subsidiarity Principle
Principle of increasing ecological awareness
Principle of the best technique available
Substitution Principle

3. Main tasks

3. Main tasks

within the individual areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.1. Concepts, organisation and
institutional area (1)

3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.

Concepts, organisation and institutional
Legislation
Financial, economy and logistics
Training activities
Protection of individual elements of the environment
and the landscape
3.6. Waste and hazardous and detrimental substances
treatment
3.7. Protection against detrimental factors of the
environment
3.8. Inter-departmental cooperation
3.9. International cooperation
3.10. Promotion, information measures and publication
3.11. Education
3.12. Inspection

•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of a group for introduction and later
control of EMS
Establishment of MoD Council for Sustainable
Development
Establishment of environmental emergency
system
Development of Environmental Information System
(EIS)
Evaluation of planned activities and development
programs from environmental impact viewpoint

3.2. Legislation Area

3.1. Concepts, organisation
and institutional area (2)
•
• Determination of competence and responsibility
for EP area within the Department
• Completing of departmental environmental
network
• Development of a scientific research installation
• Renewal of Environmental Committees’ mission
and significance at garrisons
• Kompatibility and interoperability with other
NATO countries in the environmental area

•

3.3. Financial, Economy
and Logistics area (1)

Development of a system
of new environmental
Internal Norm-setting Acts
(INAs)
Thorough application of
the duty to negotiate
newly adopted INAs with
environmental authorities
of the department.

3.3. Financial, Economy
and Logistics area (2)

• Development of EP funding proposal in
accordance with CR EU membership
• Simplify the integration of EP-related budget
items into the MoD budget composition
• Focus investment activities on liquidation of
neglected problems
• Elaboration of a system of material
responsibility for the condition of
environment

• Analysis of suitability of technologies and
materials used or planned for use, from the
viewpoints set by EMS conditions
• Registering and codification of buildings and
installations used by MoD as for their
environmental impact and effect on human
health
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3.4.Training activities area (1)

3.4.Training activities area (2)

• Environmental optimisation of training
activities to include enhancing of
simulated training and virtual reality
portion
• Paying special attention to the
territories of military training areas
from the viewpoint of militaryenvironmental solution of possible
interests clash

• Ensuring environmental safety during
exercises of foreign troops
• Ensuring environmental safety during
external exercises, missions and
operations

3.6. Area of waste and hazardous
& detrimental substances
treatment

3.5. Area of protection of individual elements
of the environment and the landscape

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Elaboration and specification expert activities during
systematic development, protection and improvement
of the following elements :
soil and rock environment
water
air
living organisms (threatened and protected plants and
animal species)
nature and countryside as a whole (protected areas,
landscape character, forests, agricultural areas etc.)
historical cultural sights

• Completion of an integrated
departmental waste treatment
• Precautionary approaches in the
area of waste management
• Harmonisation and specification of
hazardous materials handling

3.8. Inter-departmental
cooperation area

3.7. Area of protection against
detrimental factors
of the environment
•

• Monitoring and
protection against
hazardous physical,
chemical and
biological factors
• Completion of
prevailing hazards
liquidation

•

•
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Cooperation and co-ordination of some
activities with the Ministry of Environment
and its authorities and institutes
Cooperation and co-ordination of some
activities with state government and selfgovernment authorities.
Cooperation with other departments (MI,
MIT, MFA etc

3.9. International
Cooperation Area

3.10. Promotion, information
measures and publication area

• NATO CCMS
• An active
participation in
environmental
events abroad
• Cooperation with
schools and
training centres
abroad

• Extending the military environmental
publishing scientific, expert and popular
activities
• Expanding internal and external awareness
of departmental environmental activities
• Establishment of ”Environmental Texts
Library”
• Establishment of a Departmental Award
• Releasing the basic data on Environmental
Information System

3.12. Inspection area

3.11. Education Area

• Augmenting the
inspection and
cognition area as of
the EP prevention and
education method area

Development of new
departmental concept of
environmental edification
and education

4. Means (1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4. Means (2)

Political vehicles
Organisational and institutional tools
Personnel and competence tools
Legislation tools
Financial and investments tools
Material and technical tools
Information tools
Education tools
Scientific and research tools
Optional tools
Inspection tools
Territorial planning

• The main tasks are to be implemented
through the above-mentioned tools in
various time-frames.
• The measures can be divided that way
into short-term, mid-term, long-term,
progressive and immediate ones
according to urgency and availability of
individual tools.
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NATO/CCMS EAPC FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP ON

IMPLEMENTATION OF EMS IN THE MILITARY SECTOR

5. Environmental Policy
Acceptance

SONTHOFEN, SEPTEMBER 27 - October 1, 2004

Environmental Protection Policy
as a part of EMS
Implementation

Acceptance of Environmental Policy by
top management of MoD
• first of the environmental management
system requirements
• first step towards the EMS
implementation

by Petr Kozel

THANK YOU!
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Appendix 3.10.
The German Environmental and Safety Management System

Contents

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

X
X
X
X
X

The German Environmental and
Occupational Safety Management
System (UMAS-Bw)

ISO 14001 and UMAS-Bw
Phases of UMAS-Bw
Fact finding and assessment
Indicators
Summary

First Considerations

EMS (ISO 14001:1996)

UMAS-Bw Einsatz
Phase I

Policy Directive on
Environmental
policy in
Environmental
Protection
the Bundeswehr
Continual
improvement

UMAS
fact
finding
UMAS fact
finding
and
Planning
and assessment
assessment

Management review
Management review
(FüS, FüSan, BeaUAS)
Nonconformance reports
Checking
and
and
schemes
for
corrective
action
corrective
or preventive
actions

Phase II

Operational
order

Policy Directive

Evaluation
fact-finding

Schemes

Operation
planning

Standards, etc.

Operations
and activities

UMAS manual

FactFinding

Guidance UMAS
situation report

Internal
supervision

Checklists,
reports, schemes

UMAS-Bw
Auditing
Implementation and
programme(s)
(inspection)
InternaloperationUMAS-Bw report
supervision
(Audit report)

UMAS-Bw Einsatz

UMAS fact finding and assessment
Site-data
Maps, aereal
photos

Phase III
Internal
audits

Information
trip
(BeaUAS)

Phase IV

archive records,
witnesses

Audit report

Report

Checklists

Management
review (FüS,
FüSan,
BeaUAS)

UMAS report

Contingent report

Subconcept
Standards
AU 1/100

Guidance UMAS
situation report

Operation
planning

Fact-Finding
Teams

UMAS manual

Internal
supervision

UMAS
Operations
and activities

Evaluation
fact-finding

First UMAS
report

EM/OSM
schemes,
programmes

(incl. UMAS
situation report)
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Indicators
X
X
X
X
X

Examples
X Ratio of traffic accidents (accidents per km)
X Ratio of occupational accidents (accidents per
soldier)
X Environmental averages (absolute number, tank
leakages per litres per year)
X Fuel consumption per 100 km
X Water consumption in l per soldier and day
X Number of legal nonconformances
X…

Necessary tools for controlling of processes
Input/output
Relational and absolute indicators
Effectiveness and efficiency
Quantitative versus qualitative indicators

Summary

Structure of UMAS-Bw documentation

X Existing management procedures correspond to
ISO 14001 requirements
X Environmental policy, objectives and targets
existing
X System element „planning“ is a crucial part of
any deployment
X System of indicators is „under construction“
X System documentation should be as lean as
possible

 EAK Rev. 2
 Abfallliste

Sonstige Dokumente

Fundstellenverzeichnis Umweltschutz

Leitlinien

Rechtsregister

 UMAS-Lagefeststellung
 UMAS-Checklist-Erkundung

Grundsatzweisung
Einleitung

Checklisten

Grundlegende Randbedingungen des
Einsatzes

 Dokumentation Archivrecherche

Planung


 Ortsbegehung

Gliederung
UMAS
Dokumentation

 Zeitzeugenbefragung
 Fotodokumentation
 Kartendokumentation

 UMAS-Handbuch

Managementsystem

Audits



Anhang

Checklisten
Verfahrensanweisungen

 VA Lenkung der Dokumente
 VA UMAS-Lagefeststellung
 VA Abfallentsorgung
VA Auditierung
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Lenkung der Dokumente

Glossar

 Abweichungsbericht
 Auditbericht

Dokumentation

Bewertung durch die oberste Leitung

19.05.2004 - v7

 Luftbilddokumentation

Verfahrensanweisungen

Appendix 3.11.
Implementing a mission focussed EMS in the Department of Defence

United States Department of Defense
Environmental Management System
Enhancing Mission Performance

Agenda


U.S. EMS requirements



Mission focus in EMS



Progress & look ahead

Dr. Jean Shorett

Defense Logistics Agency
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society

Third Workshop on EMS Implementation
September 29, 2004
Sonthofen, Germany

DoD EMS Policy

United States EMS Policy


Executive Order 13148, “Greening of Government
Through Leadership in Environmental Management,”
April 2000


EMS at appropriate facilities by December 31, 2005



Restated by Office of Management & Budget and
Council on Environmental Quality, April 2002



Agency Self-Declaration Protocol by December 2004



Requires mission focus



Military Services EMS Policies reflect mission



Covers all missions, activities, & functions



ISO 14001 certification allowed with ‘clear &
documented benefit to mission’

DoD EMS Metrics


649 DoD ‘appropriate facilities’ worldwide



6 DoD EMS Metrics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Examples of Mission Focus

EMS Policy
Self- Assessment
Implementation Plan
List of Prioritized Aspects
Awareness level training
1+ Management Review



Quarterly reporting on completed EMSs



Annual Report to Congress
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Reduced overall operating costs & risks



Proactive response to mission change or new issues



Improved host-community relations



Faster deployment of new technology



Better interoperability across organizations

Current Status : August 2004

DoD EMS Progress: Sept ’03 – Aug ‘04
100%
90%

80%

Percentage of
Appropriate Facilities

Percentage of
Appropriate Facilities

90%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Sept-03

Aug-04

Appropriate Facilities = 649
Policy

Assessment

Plan

Aspects

Training

Review

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

EMS

Army
Appropriate Facilities: 174

Policy
7

Self-Declaration Protocols



Meet E.O. 13148 requirement



Performance-based continual improvement



Commander’s tool for overall mission effectiveness

Assessment

M arines
23

Plan

Aspects

AF
199

DLA

DoD

137

Training

649

Review

EM S
8

Looking Ahead


Navy
116
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Appendix 3.12.
Study on Performance Indicators

about ...
GWU an established medium sized company.

Study on environmental
performance indicators
Bundeswehr
Sonthofen
29.09.2004

2003

Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society
Workshop
“Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector”

since
since

1992
Services for environment, safety & quality

1995

1999

2004

GWU becomes SAP-Partner for
„Business Process Outsourcing“

Participation by TechniData AG

Shareholding of an investor

Founding by Dr Martin Hill and Dipl.-Kfm. Heiner Menn

© GWU 2004

The TechniData Group

2

GWU – Expert Service Provider

Process
Management

Professional
EHS Services

EHS Consulting

Data Migration

Process Consulting

Product Data
Management
Dangerous Goods
Data Management

Professional EHS Services
Process Management

IT Solutions

Karlsruhe

München

Frankfurt
TechniData America
Delaware/USA

Sybit GmbH
Radolfzell

© GWU 2004

3

© GWU 2004

Process Management – Process Efficiency

Professional EHS Services

PROCESSES
PROCESSES
PROCESSES
PROCESSES

... technically and economically optimized
processes

Risk Management
Product Registration

... optimal IT supporting

MSDS Authoring

... fulfilment of management system
requests

SOP

Dangerous Goods Data
Management
Hazardous Substance Data
Management

... long-term guarantee by automated
process controlling

© GWU 2004

4

5

© GWU 2004
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Tremcard

Label

Tremcard

SOP

6

References

Contents
z Basic conditions
Î Internal basic conditions
Î External basic conditions
z Results of the data analysis
z Summary „environmental performance indicator

concept“
z Demonstrator SAP Business Information Warehouse

© GWU 2004

7

© GWU 2004

8

Contents

Basic Conditions

Internal Basic Conditions

z Basic conditions
Controlling
System Bw

Î Internal basic conditions

Processing
Concept

UMAS-Bw

SASPF Bw

Î External basic conditions
z Results of the data analysis

Controlling

z Summary „environmental performance indicator

Environmental
Protection

concept“

Occup. Health &
Safety

z Demonstrator SAP Business Information Warehouse

Dangerous goods

Industrial
Standards

Regulations

Rules / Norms
Other Standards

External Basic Conditions
© GWU 2004

9

© GWU 2004

Internal Basic Conditions
z

External Basic Conditions

Controlling System Bundeswehr
Î Objectives of the Inspector General
Î Objectives of the main organisation parts

z

UMAS-Bundeswehr
Î Implementation of Management System for
– environmental protection and safety
– Based on EMAS

Î Differentiation between
–
–

z

10

Mission – MS exists (Focus: health & safety)
Basic operation – MS is still in preparation

Processing Concept

z

Global Reporting Initiative: Sustainable Reporting Guidelines

z

ISO 14031: Environmental Performance Review

z

UBA-Guideline: Environmental performance indicators in the industry

z

VDI-Directive 3800

z

Requirement of Ranking Societies / Rating Agencies

z

Industrial Best Practice in the Industry
Î Implementation of performance indicators with the goal of

Î Includes the main processes of Bundeswehr
Î EHS is one of the main processes

– Continuous improvement of processes and
– communication

z

SASPF Bundeswehr

Î Intensive use of Information Technologie and data processing support

Î Implementation of ERP : SAP R/3
Î Project runs since 2001, Focus Human Resource, Finance, maintenance and logistics
Î EHS – participation with hazardous materials management, dangeraus goods, waste
management and occupational health
© GWU 2004

Î Differentiation between
– Data analysis and
– Self evaluation of the management system / processes
11

© GWU 2004

73

12

Architecture of Performance Indicator Systems

Contents
z Basic conditions

Communication model

Î Internal basic conditions

Function of evaluation
Reports

Î External basic conditions

Graphical evaluation

Performance indicators

z Results of the data analysis

Scoring Methods

z Summary „environmental performance indicator

Check of data consistency

concept“
z Demonstrator SAP Business Information Warehouse

Data and facts
Operational
Information
Systems

Collection of
quantitative information
(e.g. amounts, costs)

Self Evaluation
Collection of
Management System /
Process Information

Management
Systems

Collection function / administration
(user basis)
© GWU 2004

13

© GWU 2004

14

Results of the Data Analysis

Contents

z

The today's IT landscape of the Bundeswehr is constituted by task/function-oriented isolated solutions.

z

Technical integration is limited or even not given at all.

z

The maintenance and evaluation of the EHS-specific data take
place very ineffectively and inefficiently.

z Results of the data analysis

z

The principles for the development of controlling concepts cannot
be fulfilled on this technical and organizational basis.

z Summary „environmental performance indicator

z

A serious improvement of the technical basic conditions takes
place with the realization from SASPF.

z Demonstrator SAP Business Information Warehouse

z

The generally introduction of the processing concept is the crucial
necessary condition for an effective and efficient HSE- Controlling.

© GWU 2004

z Basic conditions
Î Internal basic conditions
Î External basic conditions

concept“

15

© GWU 2004

Remarks „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 1
z

Remarks „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 2

Main focus

z

z

Application of Selection Criteria
Î a. Maintenance
Î b. Service
Î
i. Training

Î Organisation comprehensive approach
– Armed Forces
– Civil Part

Î
Î

Integration of EHS-Objectives and Objectives of the GI
Î
Î
Î
Î

Differentiation between industrial standard and Bundeswehr
Î individual organisation
Î individual prozesses

Î Performance indicator concept with view on the Bundeswehr basic operations
Î It is not to be proceeded from a substantial differentiation between the
applications basic operations and mission.

z

16

ii. Real estate / facility management
iii. Transportation

Î
iv. Material Administration (Depot etc.)
Î c. Mission
Î
Î

Mission Readiness
Transformation
Projects of modernisation
Optimization of Armed Forces

i. Combat troops
ii. Combat Support troops

Handling of performance indicator concept:
z

Possibility of comparison within Bundeswehr
Î Usable in basic operation and mission
Î Organisation comprehensive approach
Î using selection criteria to interpret the information

© GWU 2004
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Summary „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 2

Summary „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 1

Î Occupational Health & safety

36 PI

Î Waste Management

15 PI

Î Water protection

15 PI

Î Energy

z

Subject

Î Other Environmental Protection
Î Dangerous Goods

Objective

Waste balance

Automatic providing of an up-to-date
waste balance, thus reduction of effort
and increase of transparency

12 PI

Waste
management

Quantity / waste group

Decrease of the quantity of single waste
groups

1 PI

Waste
management

Costs of single waste group

Reduction of waste disposal costs

Water protection

Hazardous potential

Reduction of the hazardous potential

Water protection

Water consumption per head

Reduction of water consumption

Energy

Energy Costs Rate

Reduction of energy costs

Energy

Specific heat energy consumption
cost rate

Reduction of energy consumption

Energy

Specific electricity consumption cost
rate

Reduction of energy consumption

10 PI

Sum:

Environmental Performance
indicator

Waste
management

7 PI

Î Land protection

Advice Environmental Protection

96 PI

Note: List of environmental performance indicators is available as hardcopy
© GWU 2004
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Summary „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 3
z

Summary „environmental performance indicator concept“ - 4

Advice Transportation of Dangerous Goods
Subject

Environmental
Performance indicator

20

z

Advice Occupational Health and Safety
Subject

Objective

Environmental
Performance indicator

Objective

Dangerous
Goods

Dangerous Good
Statistics

Compliance with law and regulations

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Accident Costs

Reduction of accident costs

Reduction of the accident rate

Accident Statistics

Prevention of accidents and defects

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Accident Rate

Dangerous
Goods

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Type of Accident

Reduction of total accidents and frequently types of
accidents

Dangerous
Goods

Dangerous Good rate

Transparent relevance of dangerous goods in
different units

The status of vacancies should be 0

Rate of specialised staff

Optimised organisational structure

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Status of Vacancies

Dangerous
Goods

Reduction of stored quantity of each hazardous
category

Work load of specialised
staff

Optimised organisational structure

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Storage of Hazardous
Substances

Dangerous
Goods

Occupational
Health &
Safety

Use of Hazardous
Substances

Reduction of used hazardous substances of each
category

© GWU 2004
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Waste Management as example for use of SAP BW

z Basic conditions
Î Internal basic conditions
Î External basic conditions
z Results of the data analysis
z Summary „environmental performance indicator concept“
z Demonstrator SAP Business Information Warehouse

Quantity and costs of waste groups in different real estates
(“Wehrbereich”) compared over 3 years
© GWU 2004
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Using SAP R/3 Business Information Warehouse
Graphical evaluation
of the performance indicators
Waste Management

Thank you for
your attention !
General note for using SAP R/3:
z
z
z
© GWU 2004

Actually prototyping in SAP BW
Today: Data implementation from operational information systems
In the future: Integrated data structures in SAP R/3
25
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Appendix 3.13.

29/09/04

29/09/04

Measuring the environmental impact of the NL Defence Organisation via
performance indicators/ Accumulating the NL Defence Environmental
DATA in the Environmental yearly report

Contents
Why measurement and registration?
Scope of measurement and registration
Measure and register what?

Defence Environmental Data Formats:
performance indicators

How measurement and registration?

Ms ir. Jantien van Oord
Environmental Data Monitoring
Coordinator Spatial Planning and Environment (CROMD)
1

Environmental Policy Plan 2000

Measurement and registration systems

Environmental Management Systems

Monitoring goals: achievement of Environmental Policy

Measurement and registration systems

Follow environmental impact of Defence organisation

Targets on 6 environmental themes:

Discover trends

•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy and air pollution
Noise
Environmentally hazardous substances
Soil Pollution
Waste
Nature conservation

MoD/NL CROMD

2

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

in accordance with Defence Environmental Data Formats

3

MoD/NL CROMD

77

4

29/09/04

29/09/04

Defence Environmental Data Formats

Scope of environmental impact

Î on the basis of environmental themes

“each adverse effect on the environment caused by
Dutch defence personnel in the course of their duties”

Î agreements on definitions and determination of the
environmental impact

Scope of the Defence environmental impact

• what kind of data
• scope
• data reporting

Emissions

External maintenance

Emissions

Emissions

Waste

Energy

Production
use/consumption

Raw materials

*

Waste processing

Î prevent double counting within

Other material

Î centrally administered

are accountable to Defence
organisation

Emissions

Î uniformity

Îdefine which adverse effects

Waste

Defence
Scope

Waste

the Netherlands

* Inspection of sorted waste

Î each year definitions and determinations assessed

MATERIALS FLOW

5

6

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

Scope of environmental impact

Scope of environmental impact

Excluded

Geographical borders
Local effect

Î Production phase
Scope of the Defence environmental impact

ÎNoise

Î External maintenance

ÎEnvironmentally hazardous substances

Emissions

Emissions

Î Hire or lease of products

External maintenance

Emissions

Waste

ÎWaste

Emissions
Energy

Production
use/consumption

Raw materials

*

ÎNature conservation

Waste processing

Other material

Waste

Defence
Scope

NL

ÎSoil Pollution

Î Waste phase

Global effect

Waste

ÎEnergy and air pollution

* Inspection of sorted waste

World-wide

MATERIALS FLOW

7

Reporting of environmental data

Quantitative environmental data
Raw data ( 98 )

Defence operational units

quantities of consumed products
for example

use of kerosine in litres
water consumption in m3

management of measurement and registration

Conversion factors ( 93 ) to add up raw data
for example

Indicators ( 39 )

each year collect, record and process environmental data
conform Defence Environmental Data Formats

emission of kg CO2 per litre kerosine

validate the collected data
(absolute and relative) environmental impact
for example

MoD/NL CROMD

8

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

report validated data to CROMD (=to me!)

total emission CO2 (tons)
water consumption per person (m3/fte)

9

MoD/NL CROMD
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29/09/04

29/09/04

Aggregation of environmental data

5 years experience...

CROMD

… still challenges
Defence Auditing Service checks overall data quality each
year

aggregates data from Defence operational
units and checks on trends

Î process of collection, recording, processing and reporting
of environmental data remains insufficient

totals are basis for Defence Annual
Environmental Report

Î assurance of reliability of quantitative environmental data
not at required standard (data not verified)

present Defence Annual Environmental Report to
Parliament by State-Secretary

Î fine-tuning scope

totals are basis for actions (approach the ones behind on
plan, exchange lessons-learned, input next policy plan)
11

12

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

Improve reliability of data

DAMIS

Î integration of environment in Defence’s existing
operational management structure (planning and control
cycle)

Web based software system
Commercial-of-the-Shelf system (E-Quest)
Available for all MoD units through intranet

Î involve controller organisation in validating process

Central database
Î Defence Occupational Health & Safety and Environmental
Information software System (DAMIS)

Administrations Energy and Waste Disposal (at site and at
unit level)
Periodical reports by ‘question lists’ (at unit level)
13

Environmental
Data
Formats
3-4 x per year

Yearly maintenance
of questions and
‘cards’

Hazardous Materials
Info & Process

risk inventory

2004: NL Navy only

MoD/NL CROMD

Damis – Online - Login

Continuous
1 x per year control
Keeping Up to date
hazardous materials
database (msds – avib - wik)
local control
on use

Electricity,
Gas & Water
Database

12 x per year
EDB control

per period
own meter
readings

OH & S

OH & S

14

29/09/04

Import other datafiles
(Bosco – Brains – IVIS
P&O2000+ e.d.)

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

Environment

Quality
Waste water
Den Helder

Waste

12 x per year
control

And booking per
transport

15

MoD/NL CROMD
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29/09/04

29/09/04

DAMIS - Implementation

Î NL Navy developed OHS-system with E-Quest ca. 2000
Î 2002 DAMIS/E-Quest became NL Defence standard
Î 2003 Further development, tailoring, other services
Î 2004 Procurement and implementation

17

DAMIS Implementation units and sites

Ongoing process

July/August 2004 - interservice and single service
training session for the modules
September 2004 and on: implementation

New Environmental Policy Plan
update Defence Environmental Data
Formats

Implementation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

Visit unit, coupling of units, sites and user personnel
Gathering and import of historical ‘Formats’ data
Gathering and import of historical waste data
Unique encoding of all ‘measuring points’
Import of codes in Energy Module
Importing historical energy use data
Start administrating!

Î new indicators
Î assess old indicators

(more information: jbh.rottink@mindef.nl)
19

MoD/NL CROMD

29/09/04

MoD/NL CROMD

Questions?

For further information,
send me an email!
jcm.v.oord@mindef.nl

MoD/NL CROMD

21
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Appendix 3.14.
Partnering for Solution to EMS Implementation a model for bilateral
cooperation

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation
Suggestions
• There was a suggestion that, to assist countries
just beginning to implement EMS, NATO and
CCMS might explore mechanisms that would
assist nations in understanding the regulatory
frameworks that could apply.
• It was also suggested that NATO and CCMS
be encouraged to continue to examine
opportunities to enhance existing co-operation
and communication among their various
working groups.
Recommendation
• We encourage CCMS and NATO focal points
to encourage bilateral links to facilitate the
exchange of information.

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector
Sonthofen, Germany, 27 th September- 1 st October

1

2

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation

Rules for Funds Management in
Special Cases of Extraordinary Dutyrelated Expenses in the Context of
Contacts with
- the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS),
- the states of Central-Eastern and
South-Eastern Europe (CEE/SEE)
and
- the Baltic states.

Contents
1. I. General
A. Agreements with Eastern European
States
B. Activities of the Armed Forces
Covered by this Directive
C. Activities of the Territorial Defence
Administration Covered by this
Directive

3

4
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Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation
C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
D.

II. Policies for Visits and Other Activities
A. Foreign Visitors
Activities of the GE MOD and its Subordinate
Agencies
B. Execution
1. Interpreters / Translators
2. Transport
3. Medical Care
4. Military Security
5. Goods and Services
6. Visit Notification
7. Scheduling
8. Gifts
9. Organization and Budget - Responsibilities
10. Completion Reports
5

6

Environmental Management Systems
in the Military Sector

Partnering for Solutions to EMS
Implementation a model for bilateral
co-operation
E. Aggreement on the Contents of Co-operation
in Developing an EMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Duty Travel Provisions
Official Business
Endorsement of TDY Travel Requests
Travel Orders
Reimbursement of Travel Costs
Responsibility
Accounting

Type of co-operation
Means and ways of communiation
Defined elements of the EMS to be dealed with
Products and adjoined timelines
Duration
End of co-operation

7
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Appendix 3.15.
Development of an Environmental Management System for Military
Infrastructure of the Austrian Armed Forces

Project MilUMS

Project MilUMS

Development of an Environmental Management
System for Military Infrastructure of the
Austrian Armed Forces

Goal of Project - Mission
9 Development eines Guideline for Execution of a first

environmental assessment according to ISO 14004:1996)

Collaboration
Ottokar Jindrich (Chief), Christoph Haller,
Renate Matous, Reza Nad und Andrea Wagner

9 Proposal of Guidelines for Organisation
9 Recommendation of a sustainability report

External Contractor: Ministry of Defence

9 Development of a structural concept for a sustainability report

Logistic Support Division

according the Global Reporting Initiative Guidelines

Internal Contractor: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AUSTRIA
at Lower Austrian National Academy

Project MilUMS

Environmental Assessment has three parts:

Internal
Audit

Policy
Assessment

Project MilUMS

Evaluation

1. Technical Assessment: Assessment of all environmental impacts to

a selected garrision

Internal
Controlling

Execution of an ecological outcome
• Garrison Raabbarracks/Mautern (NÖ)

Programm

Waste
Energy
Pollution
Noise

Conversion

Organisation

Documentation

Because of that all relevant aspects which are going out of a garrison
can be verified and be analysed concerning the ecological questions

REPORT

83

Project MilUMS

Project MilUMS

2. Legal Assessment: Inquiry of the legal general conditions

which are relevant for the organisation

Internal
Audit

Policy

• Creation of a legal archiv

Assessment

Evaluation

Internal
Controlling

3. Organisational Assessment: Inquiry of the present organisation
Programm

• Proposal of an efficient Evironment Protection Personal

Conversion

structure

Organisation

• Proposal of a Chain of Report/Command (bottom up/top down)
• Proposal of internal Guidelines for Organisation for waste

REPORT

management

Project MilUMS
Recommendation of a sustainability report
•

Concept of „in-accordance with“ Reports according the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Guidelines for Austrian Armed Forces

•
•

Documentation

AAF relevante Elements For Report and Indikators
AAF specified Data requirements for the chapters
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